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GASEOUS DIFFUSION AT MODERATE FLOW RATES IN ~CIRCULAR CONDUITS* 
by 

George Roley and R.w. Fahien . 

ABSTRACT 
Mass transfer studie• ·were made tor an air-carbon dioxide ga.S ·system 

flowing through a 4-incli cylindrical conduit at Reynolds m.u:nbers of 11 5001 

5, 0001 and 10,000. It vas the purpose of this work to investigate turbu

lent transport mechaniama in order that basic theory in this area be ex-

panded. 'lhe experimental technique consisted of introducing a carbon di-

oxide tracer into the center at a moving air stream and determining 

concentration and velocity di•tributions at various downstream positions. 

Gas samples were removed by means of a pi tot tube and e.na.lyzed by a 

thermal conductivity cell. A circular five-loop hot-wire anemometer was 

used to establisb'the velocity protilea. 

A dual treatment of the data vas provided by fitting the concen-

tration and velocity distributions to two solutions of the basic diffusion 

equation, 

Certain discrepancies arise in both solutions because of different simpli-

tying assumptions used. These factors are pointed out while considerable 

attention is devoted to theoretical explanations of features exhibited 

by the results. 

Point and average values of total diffusivity, mass transfer Peclet 

number, and eddy viscosity vere determined for the diffusion· of carbon 

dioxide in air. Mass and momentum transfer analogies are illustrated by 

comparinG the dimensionless groups of Peclet number to Scr~idt number -~ 

and eddy mass diffusivitJ' to eddy momentum diffusivity. 

·;}This ·~port is based on an M.s. thesis by George Ro1ey......__._suhmi tted· 
July, 1960, to Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa. This WO.tk wa& 
done under contract with the Atomic Energy Commission. ~ 
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I . . 

Equ~tions were derived to enable the importance of axial diffusion 

to be estimated, a term that has been generally neglected in mass transfer 

studies. A ch~racteristic diffusivity has been defined which permits a 

general correlation of total diffusivity with both position and flow rate. 

vi 



'!he mechanisms 1-.nvolved in heat, mass, and momentum exchange process~s 

between fluids have been subjects of qonaiderable scientific and techno~·. 

logical interest. 1he chemical engineer is interested in these processes 

because ot their application in m&Q7 ot the unit operations and unit 

processes where success1'ul. de&ign requires a knovle~e ot the exact ~ech-. . . . . 

anisms. For example, it is important to know whether a;.fluid is. in laminar 

or turbulent flov in an item of equipnent since the transfer rates depend . ' . . . 

on this condition. Prediction of mass transfer ia of particular interest 

1n equipment design cince it v1ll necessar~y influence the size of equi~-

ment.required for a specified application. Desi_gners in this area have 

been handicapped by lack of important theoretical concepts and, .consequent-

ly, they have relied heavily upon empirical data, experience, and intu- .... ,. 

ition to solve many of their problems. Mass transfer calculations.based 

on overall considerations for many years have proven to be ~uccess~ so. 

that a better understanding of the internal effects has become _apparent. 

In packed towers, !"or instance, too little is known regarding the flow 

thtough packing so that effects of mixill€;1 uneven flow, an_d diffusion are 

absorbed in some empirical coefficient. In fact, engineering design could . . . 

justly be called a "scie.nce of coeft"icients". This empirical method by 
. ··' 

which the problems were h~dled. often re:_sul ted in conflict~ng c_onclusions_ 

with little or no correlation of results. Improved design practices can 

be gained thro1.1gh a better understanding of the transport processes 

involved. Furthermore, a study of one of the trannpnrt processec wiLl 

furnish i1u~ormation regarding the other tvo since some hasic similarities 
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exist. Although a great deal o-r work baa been exerted in this field, 

little has been accc;miPliahed in the way of expanding the basic theory 

involved. One important development concerns the relationship between 

heat, mass, and momentum tr8Jl8fer. It nov appears that these three 

processes may be treated by :a .aingle theory. 

The masa tranaf.er process. baa been suggeated to obey th~ relationship 

where · Dv and E'.wr are the mleeul.ar aDd eddy di:ttuai vi ties respecti vel.y. 

' Mass trana-rer by diffusion then results fran a canbinat1on or molecular 

migrations and macroacopic· ·motions o-r eddies. Further mixing may occur 

because o-r gross motion· o-r the fluid but this is considered as a bulk maGS 

. . 

transport process· u opposed to diffusional mass transfer. While a great 

deal is known about molecUlar d:1f't'uaion in view of upects o-r the kinetic 

thec)ry of guea, relatively little is known about turbulent dift"Uaion. 

lot>lecular and turbulent diff'usi vi ties have been -round to depend upon 

dif-rerent phjsical variables so th&'t ta1lure o! a·t:t.~ts to "iUIIIp" them 

together is not surprising. 'Dle 'importance of developing an adequate 

theory is evident. 

Because of many theoretical gaps regarding the nature of the turbulent 
. . 

exchange process, prediction ot its behavior cannot be accomplished without 

recourse to experiment. It was -ror this reason that the present stuey vas 

undert8.ken. lbe purpose of· ·this work vaa to determine the varying contri-

butions afforded the mass transfer process by molecular and edccy mechanisms 

in gaseous systems. An additional o bj ecti ve included. determining the 

variation of total illtusi vi ty vi th radial posi tione The flow rates 
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inveotigated ranged from the low end of the turbulent region where eddy 

diffusion is the primary mode of transport througl: the intermediate and 

highly laminar range where molecular diffusion becomes important. A 

further point considered was evaluating the importance of axial diffusion 

in these flow ranges. 

The experimental technique involved introducing a tracer gas coaxially 

into a moving air stream in an empty conduit. Concentration profile_s at 

various downstream positions were established by removing samples by means 

of a pitot probe and analyzing them with a thermal conductivity cell. 

Velocity distributions were determined by a hot-wire anemometer. Although 

th~ important practical problems deal with transfer of material from one 

phase to another, a study of this type can provide valuable information 

regarding the ba.oic mechanisms involvP.d. These data were treated by two 

J 
different solutions of th~ general diffusion equation to obtain values of 

diffusivity and mass transfer Peclet numbers. 
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General 

The groundwork for present ~ studies ot turbulence vas formed from 

theoretical concepts initiated by Prand:tl, von Karman, and Taylor~ A com

prehensive discuasion · ot these basic findings is presented by Bakbmeteff 

(1) • while a more recent version has been made available by Bird~ et al. ( 4) .. 

The application of molecular and turbulent diffusion in the field 

of chemical engineering has become'increasingly important so that intro-

ductory treatments can be found in basic chemical engineering texts such 
\ 

as Sherwood and Pigford (42), Coulson and Richardson (5), and Treybal (54). 

Perry's Chemical Engineers' Handbook (34) also gives a comprehensive 

discussion. 

'lbeories relating the molecular· dif'fusi vi ties, of gases to molecular 

properties vere first proposed by Maxwell (29) and Jeans (18) using 

principles based on the kinetic tneory. .Heca.use of difficulty in t!ll1111-

nating convection currents and faith in the kinetic theory, molecular $ 

diffusivities are usually calculated rather than determined experimentally. 

No theoretical relationships comparable to those for gases are available 

for liquids. Additional complications of molecular attraction and effects 

of solute concentration complicates the analysis of liquid diffusion. 

Concepts of the kinetic theoz:l have also been helpful in developing a 

theo:tj· for turbulent motion. The eddies that cause mixing in turbulent 

fluids have been compared with the similar function of molecules in 

r:1olecular dii'fusion. T'nese analogies are useful in visualizing the eddy 

diffusion process but lead to false interpretation~ if carried too far. 

4 
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'J.eylor ( Jq) suageated a theory ot turbulent di:ttuaion by oontinuoua 

movements. Ulll.ike molecular motion where. colliaiona between molecules 

result in changes in the magnitude• and directiona ot the velocity vectora, 

turbulent motion is not characterized by llbal'pl.y definable masses ot !'luida 
I 

so that "colliaiona between maasea" reaul.t in a contiDuoua movament ot the 

fluid. ~s continuous ~nc baa ~n correlated vi th the' speed ot a 

particle before and a:rter aome time interval and the displacement occurring 

during this .time interval. A detinition ot acal.e ot turbulence vu pro

posed by ~lor ( 1£, p.~6) and cited by Dryden (11) in terms ot tb8 

correlation existinc between fluctuation. at neisbboriq pointa. 

It is clear that vbatever ve llllliY mean by the diameter ot ·an eddy 

{scale of turbulence), a high degree ot correlation mu..at exist 

between the velocitiea at tvo point• which are close together vhen 

caupared to this di.uter. On the other hand, the correlation ia 

likely to be·~ between the velocity at ~ point a a1 tuated 

l!lalzy' eddy diameters apart. If' 1 theret'ore, ve imagine that the 

· correlation R , between the values ot the speed u at tvo points 
y 

diatant y apart in the direction of the y coordinate has been 

determined tor various V&l.ues of y, ve JDa\Y plot a <!U1"V'e of ·R . - y 
against y 1 and this curve will represent, from the statistical 

point of viev, tbe distribution of u along the y 'axis. If R y 
falls to zero at, say, y • Y, then a length 12 can be defined 

r 
such that 

100. ly 
12 "" R dy• R dy 

. 0 y 0 y 

'lhia length ........ may be taken as a possible definition of 

the "average size or eddies". 

Turbulence denotes a cond.i tion of irregular motion of the instan-

taneous fluid velocity about some mean value. It the averap velocities 
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of a fluid in the x1 y 1 and z directions are given by U1 V1 and V and the 

components of' deviating velocity are denoted by u1 v 1 · and v 1 then the 

intensity of turbule~ce i• measured by the root~-•quare values (u)1/ 2 , 

(v)t;2·;. and (v)1/ 2 or more simply u' 1 v' 1 and v'. Virtually a.ll theories 

of' turbulence assume that the eddy diffusion coefficient, in terma of its 

statistical properties, is proportional to the product of "•cal.e" and 

"intensity". 1be anal.oaou• r~ationahipe for molecular dif'1'ueion are 

the mean free path of the molecule• and their root-mean .... equ&l·e veloc1 ty. 

Dryden (11) gives an ex~f!'llent 8\IIIIDAL".Y ot tbeoriee on :turbulence 

vbile devoting considerable attention to its definition. Since the 

irregular random fluctuations associated vi th turbulence occur in lam1 nar 

f'low on a molecular scale, Dryden set• a lover limit as that at which the 

fluctuations. cannot be detected· by c011110n measuring instruments. Practical 

me8ll8 of' promoting turbulence in continuous proces&il'l8 un1 t• are discuased • 
. . . . 

Previoua Vork 

nnt.il the J)G.st tP-W years, exper:Lnental studies of' ed~ dif'fuaion 

have been limited due to the mild intereat in th1R ~rea and diftlcul~les 

in the techniques involved. Recent concern, ho~ever 1 has prompted 

several laboratory investigations w1 th the experimental wo·rk ·being focused 

on thrP.P. mA.iD ayotema: 

1. gas and liquid streams in empty ducts 

2. wetted-vall columna and 

~. packed beds for both liquid and gaseous systems 

These primary ~ystems are those of greatest.industrial importance so data 
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representative ot these methods account for a substanti~ part 0! ~e 

literature. 

In an early work on eddy diffusion, Tovl,e and Sherwood :(?2) made mass· 

transfer measurements utilizing a tracer gas technique. C~bon q.1oxid!! .and 

hydrogen were introduced at the axis ot a horizontal duct c~ntining·~ air 

stream in turbulent motion. Concentration traverses were ~e ov~r a 

central third ot the pipe diameter at several posi tiona downs~am fran 

an egg shaped injector. Values ot ed.cy dittusi~ty w~re cal.~ated using 

the mass transfer counterpart ot an equation originally deri yed by Wilson 
. . . . . ' 

(55) tor the dif'f'usion of heat fran a point source intO .a flo:ving stream . . ' . . . . 

of infinite extent. Values ot eddy diff'uai vi ty thus obtained were tound 

to be in the order of 100 times the mo1ecular d.if'1"UUivity. Eddy dif'

f'usivities were the same .for both hydrogen and. carbon diQXide leading to. 

the conclusion that the molecular weight ot the ,dif':f'Uiing ~· 'is not 

i.DJportant. '!be increase in asymptotic values ot eddy c3.i!f'usivity with . 

distance from the injector was approximately proporti.onal to the increase . , . . . . •, . 

in Reynolds number. 

In a later study, Towle,et al. (53) employed a similar. tec~que, 

tor dete~ning the effect ot a wire screen grid on the. turbulence of an 

air stream. Eddy diffusivities .Were detennined at various positions· 

downstream from the wire screen grid. The eddy diffusivities in the 

first 15 diameters downstream were less than half the va1ues ob~ined. 

with no grid present, however, tJlese values increased rapidly and. 

approached an asymptote at about 45 diameters downstream. This asymptotic 

value corresponded to t.hat obtained with no grid present at the same 
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Reynolds number. The decrease in turbulence observed vith the vire 

screen grid was explained by vi1ualizing the air stream as being 

.,strained". 'Ibis .,straining" produced amaller eddies than exist in 

normal flow thereby reducing the rate of dif~sion. 

Sherwoqd and Woertz ( 43) investigated eddy dif:f"uaion between a 

liquid surface and a turbulent gas stream. Employing a falling film 

technique, water vas transtered from one wall of a rectangular duct 

across a turbulent gas stream to a fi~ of calcium chloride solution on 

the opposite wall. At high Reynolds numbers the eddy dif:fusivity was 

nearly constant over 80 to 90 per cent of the cross section. A plot of 

·eddy dii'f'usi vi ty ve;rsus Reynolds nwnber for three main gas stream 

materials (helium, air, and carbon dioxide) showed the eddy dif'fusivities 

were inversely proportional to the gas densities. The diffuaivity of 

water vapor through air in a rectangular duct agreed veil vi th the results 

of Towle for the illfusi vi ty of carbon dioxide and hydrogen in a turbulent 

air stream in a circular duct. Contrary to the simple film c_oncept, much 

of the resistance to dif':fusion was noted in the edey zone or .,core" of the 

turbulent stream. '.!be resistance oftered by the "core., varied from 28 

to 57 per cent depending on the Reynolds number. The remaining resistance 

was divided about equally between the two narrow films at the duct ~s. 

Sherwood ( 41) presents an ·excellent B\liiiii&I"y of the relationships 

between the interphase transfer of heat,_ mass, and tr1ct1on. 

Dhanak (9) studied edey diffusion of mass and momentum in a wetted-

wall channel in which rippling of the liquid film was eliminated. A 
. ) 

correlation of ~ddy dif:fusivity to Reynolds number confirmed the conclusion 

drawn by Towle and Sherwood that the· eddy dif'fusivity 3hows an 
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approximat.ely linear relationahip with Reynolca number. Eddy dif'f'usivities 

were found to remain fairly constant vi thin the main portion of the 

turbulent core. Values ot eddy viscosities were compared to those obtained 

by 'Woertz in similar fashion and were found to be 50 per cent lower. 'Ibis' 

was attributed to the less turbulent conditions occurring near the wall in 

the case where rippling of' the liquid film was eliminated. 

'lhe first studies. ot turbulent dif'fuaion generated ·in beds .. ·of. packed• 

solids were reported by Bernard and Wilhelm (3). A detailed discussion 

of turbulent motion . for fluid flowing around a bluff' object is· presented.-

Liquid and gas phase exper~ents were pertonned using methylene· blue 

solution and carbon dioxide tracers respectively. 'lbe differential equa- .:. 

tion for diffusion-convection was solved assuming the injector to'be a 

point source and the u/Et ratio to be constant. Modif'ied·Peclet~numbers 

were correlated with modif'ied Reynolds n\.Uilbers for various packinga by · · 

use of' the relationship . :. 

Pe' • m(Re')n 

where n is a function of' the D /Dt ratio and.m. ia a f'unction of' the D /Dt p ' p 

ratio and a shape factor. Pressure-drop measurements were rnade--.for the · 

various packing she"' to obtain friction factors as a f'unction -of' Reynolds 

number. 'lbese relationships indicated that turbulence in packed beds is · 

a function of the packing size and is' therefore interstitial in.nature. 

Fahien and Smith (12) studied mass transfer in packed beds tor a 

variety of' pipe· and packing sizes usill8 a gas inJector -techniq~e •. -~e 

differential equation for mass transfer was solved allowing both dif'-

fusi vi ty and velocity to vary w1 th radial posl tion. '!he solution,. con

Gidering boundary condition~ of the wall and a finite··size injector tube 1 . 

9 
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was constunlna.ted ·by replacing' the· dif'f'erential equation w1 th a set of 

homogeneous linear difference equations containing eigen functions and 

eigen· values'. Peclet numbers were found to increase as the pipe. vall 

was ·approached especiaJ.J.y When the particle to tube diameter ratio vas 

greater than .05. The particle size did not have any noticeable effect 

on the Peclet number at the center of the pipe but did affect the eddy 

diffus i v1: ty. 

DorWeiler' (10) illustrated the interaction between molecular ~nd 

ed.dy dif:tusi vi ties by extending the mass transfer data for packed beds 

to low floW rates including the "transition" and "laminar" regions. 

MolecUlar·· and· eddy · Peclet numbers were defined and correlated vi th 

Reynolds number. The calculations were performed in accordance w1 th the . 

techniques developed by Bernard {2) ·and .Fahien in .Fahien and Smith {l2). 

Results of mass transfer in gases flowing through empty tubes at 

low flow rates were reported by Frandolig {14). A large I>Ortion of 

turbulent exchange was observed in flaw· ranges where molecular diffusion 

was expected to be the controlling mechanism. Significant radial 

variation of dlffusivity vas observed. Near the region of the pipe vall, 

the total diffusion coefficient vas fotind to approach a value corresponding 

tci the molecular diffusivity~ 

Lynn, et al. (26) made e:Xperimental· studies on the coaxial mixing 

of natural gas and air at Re;Ynold.s numbers ot· 44, 000 and 79, 000. Total 

diffusivit.ies• for the blending of gas in air were computed. Particular 

emphasis.was given to establishing behavior of the centerline diffusivity. 

2 
Concentrations and velocities were expressed as functions of (r/r

0
) 

rather than.r/r
0

• Use ot the.(r/r
0

)
2 variable permit.ted the diffusivity 
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to be evaluated at the center, (r/r a 0), since derivatives of composition 
. 0 

with respect to (r/r )2 are not zero at this point. 
0 . 

Kalinske and Robertson (20) have reported findings on turbulence 

generated by water flowing in an open rectangular channel. Motion 

pictures were taken of the dispersion of a carbon tetrachloride and 

benzine mixture. 1b.ese films enabled vertical and lateral dispiacements 

(intensity of turbulence) to be determined at various points downstream. 

Using Taylor's equation 

where R is defined as vv /v2 and the-definition of diffusion coefficient as 
X 

u,d.-.1) for large values of x, values of diffusivity were obtained from the 
2'dx . 
slope of a y2 versus x plot. Lateral turbulence vas significantly greater 

than vertical turbulence near the surface. 

Kalinske and Pien (19) reported results of a sim1lar study. Taylor's 

theory of eddy diffusion vas confirmed by experiments on the df.f:fusion of 
.·'•, 

foreign matter in a turbulent water stream. 

Measurements on mixing of binary gas mixtures flowing in beds of 

porous solids. were reported by Deis_l~r and Wilhelm ( 6). A frequency 

response technique was employed to measure interparticle and intraparticle 

diffusion effects simultaneously. '!his tec;hnique involves introducing a 

binary gas mixture into a packed bed at constant flow rate but varying 

periodically and sinusoida..lly in composition. A shift in phase and 

decrease in the composition amplitude results by the various diffusion 

mechanisms acting in the bed. 'fu.e dif"fusion constant within the spherical 

packine (porous pellet} was only 3 per cent of the molecular diffusivity. 
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Of particular interest, axial diffusion was found to be significantly 

greater than molecular diffusion for Reynolds numbers between 4 and 50 .• 

Similar studies on axial mixing in packed beds were made by McHenry 

and Wiltelm (30). The ratio of the-inlet. and outlet amplitudes of a. 

sinusoidal concentration wave was used to compute axial Peclet numbers, 

' 
d U/E , where d is the particle diameter and E is the axial diffusivity. 
p z . p z 

A aolution of the equation 

Udx 
- ~ = 

where x is the mole fraction of one gas in a binary mixture, z is. the 

axial coordinate, and t is time, resulted in an approximate exponential 

,solution. Working at Reynolds nt.U!lbers between 100 and 400 with ~-N2 
and c2H4-n

2 
gas sys:tems and using a weighted average of 21 determinations 

gave an axial Pcclet number of 1.88 ~ 0.15 •. The contribution of mass 

transfer by axial diffusion was found to be approximately sixfold that 

of radial diffu~ion. 

Application of the dynamic response method to gases flowing in 

emp~y tubes was ;n.aC.e by Keyes (21) for flov rates corresponding to 

Reyn9lds.~umbers from 4~000 to 50,000. Mass transfer film coefficients 

were determined through eval~ation of an "equivalent gas ·rilr.l 1;.hiclqle$~". 

The ~emi-theoretical equation of Martinelli 

\-lhere 

32.95 Rc a Nsc + ln(l + 50Nsc) + (l/2)ln 2.5~"lo-3N~9 

a Nsc N~~ 
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~ = equivalent ~11m thickness 

d = inside tube diameter 

R = ratio of mean to maximum concentration difference c ~ 

a = ratio of eddy heat or mass di~sivity to eddy momentum 

dif~usivity 

were found to correlate the results reasonably well. 

Measurements of gas absorption in falling filma were made by ~irba 

and Hurt { 45) ~or liquid-film Reynolda number• under 1,800 to 21 000. 

Mass transfer rates were observed to be ma.n;y times greater than could be 

theoretically predicted on the basis that molecular diffusion was the only 

transfer process. The presence of turbulence in the so~called laminar 

film was suggested when the large increase in transfer rate could not be 

explained by the rippling action of the liquid film alone. It was 

concluded that turbulence has a greater effect on maas transfer than either 

momentum or heat transfer. 

Schwarz and Hoelscher {39) reported mass transfer measurements in a 

wetted-wall column for a single Reynolds number o~ 251 000.. Water vapor 
. . . 

concentration profiles were used· to compute eddy dif:f'Usivfties for. Jiuuis 

and momentum transfer as a function of radial position. A max~um in-· 

eddy diffusi vi ty for both mass and momentum was observed at· ihe approx-

imate mid-radius. 

Hanratty (15) presents an interesting article on turbulent exchange 

of mass and momentum at a boundaty surface. '!be experimental. data of 

many investigators has led to doubt on the existance of the classical 

boundary· layer. A new theory has been postulated whereby ms.sses· of 

fluid near the wall forin a discontinuoUH film that ·is co~tihualiy:movi"ng 

'·· 
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to and from the wall. 'lbe exchange processes are then a function of the 

contact time vhich can be expressed mathematically. 

Hanratty,et al. (16) studied turbulent diffusion by measuring the 

mixing of a tracer dye in glass-sphere beds fluidized in water. Behavior 

of eddy di.f'fusivity is described as a function of time and a displacement 

factor, reaching a constant value for large diffusion times. 

Klinkenberg,et al. (23) attacked the problem ~f eddy diffusion by 

an entirely mathematical approach. A point source of solute on the axis 

of a tube was used as a model tO derive eddy Uiffu~luu ~oustants. The 

relative importance of axial diffusion, radial diffusion, and diffusion 

in infinite space were shown to be determinable by use of graphs utilizing 

parameters of the experimental system. 

'lbe transfer of natural gas into a turbulent air stream flowing in 

a horizontal duct was investigated by Schlinger.and Sage (37) for gas 

velocities of 25, 50, and 100 feet per second. Concentration profiles, 

determined at several positions downstream, were noticeably altered by 

gravitational forces actins on the gases. Calculations of to't.al dif-

fusivities were made assuming independence of radial position. 

nata on the evaporation of liquids from surfaces of cylinders, 

spheres, disks, and flat plates were reported by Maisel and Sherwood (27) • 

. Heat, mass, and friction transfer w.ere correlated vith Reynolds number 

using the 11 j 11 factor concept. In a similar study.the same authors (28) 

related turbulent intensity to the mass transfer coefficients. 

Longwell and Weiss (25) studied the effects of ttrrbulence on the 

distribution of fuel injected into high-veloci t': air streams. Methods . . 
presented for predicting these distributions, using principles of turbulent 
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dit'f"usion, gave an average error ot less than 7 per cent based on the 

expe~nta.lly observed diotributioil6. 

Tichacek, et · al. (51) present an analysis on axial mixing in straight 

pipes. The effects ot axial mixing are ahown to become increasingly 

important as the laminar tlav range i5 approached •. · i'his is a result of' 

the relative motion .ot the fluid elEIIlents for conditions .where flat 

velocity. profiles do not exist. . Pipe roughness c_aused little eti"ect on 

axial mixing. 

Prausnitz and Wilhelm (35) investigated concentration fluctuations 

in a packed bed by measuring the spre&ding.of. an acid tracer solu~ion. 

Concentration fluctuations.vere explained in terms of' the.turbUlence 

parameter&, scale and inteMity. 

-: l ; ·' 
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Description at .ApparatWI 

Air-carbon dioxide t'lov system 

1!le f'lov system employed in this investiption is ahavn scllematic&l.ly 

in Figure 1 and photographic&lly 1n Figure 2. '!he primary features 
• • • --! . 

include: 

1. air pur1tication section 

2. air meterina section 

3· test section 

4. carbon dioxide meterinl section 

5· gae analyzina section 

6. velocity measuring section 

' . . " 
'!he main air stream waa delivered from a hi&b pressure air source 

through a 3/4-inch air lin~. 8m&ll 111110\.Ulta ot oil entra1DI1ent carried 

over fran the compressing un1 ts were removed by pusing the air through 

a double filt~r. The first, in the form of' a one-foot section of' 1 1/4-

inch pipe packed with steel vool, vas Wled u a coarse filter. 'Jhe second, 

a Fisher Governor Type 361 poroWI stone air f'U ter, acted as a final 

f'il ter. 'lhe method of' gas analysis used in this study requires that the 

carrier gas be quantitatively tree ot moisture and carbon diax:idlll'!. 'lbeae 

contaminants were removed by passing the air through two 6-toot puri-

f'ication towers of' 4-inch flanged pipe. The first contained 3- to 8-mesh 

granule~ of silica gel tor removal of' moisture vhile the second contained 

8-mesh soda- 1.~ to ·remove carbon·.dioxide. Use of' small particle sizes 

afforded-· a· large conte,ct area but. ~reaented the problem 'of' coi;tt.aitiing 
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fluidized beda. Steel wool plup covered vtth lQO-meah screen stationed 

at both ends ot each col\.IDD were tOWid to contain the pacld...J18 aatia-

tactorily. Both ~ra were paeked to a height ot approximately three 

teet. 

1he air tlov vu metered by a aeries ot three Broou rotameter•'' 
. . . 0 

covering tlov ra.D88• trom 4.62 8CP'M to 27.2 8Cl"M at 14.7 paia and 70 P. 

oi-ia'nally the system vas designed so that only a sin8le rotSDet~~ ~oUld 

be inserted at aey one time. Havner, this vaa later arranged ao that 

all three rotameter& could be eaaily interchanged th..1-oush a val v"i, ayatEID 

aa ahovn in the tlov diasram. 1he rot.meters vere operated at a pressure 

ot 18 paig uaing calibration curve• aupplied b7 the manutacturer and ideal 

9oS lav preasure corrections. nov rates were adJusted by a 3/4-inch gate 

valve located dovnatream traa the ro'HIIetera. Preaaure reduction and 

regulation vere controlled b7 a Reynol.da apring-loaded d1aphra8D preaaure 

regulator a-825o-~. Bourdon-tube preaaure pgea vere pl~ed &t~"Pointa 

illmediately precedini the .rotameter tube• aud. purifieation·'beda. 

1he air wu next discharged into the bottca ot a variable-heiSbt · 
. . . :. . ... ~ . 

ditt'uaion colUIUl conatructed .of iJ-inch nam1nal d181De'ter plvamaed steel 
' . • !. '" • '~.c... •' I 

pipe. A cal m1ng section having a length ot 45 pipe diameter• vu allowed 

to precede· the teat section. 

A carbon dioxide tracer vu suPPlied fran. comnercial. ·rifty-pound 
' r J. 

cylinders ot liquid c~ w1 th' vaporo · preaaurea ot app~tely · 9oo ·psi g. 
.. . tl J' ~ . ~ l 

'!he auppl.)r preaaure vas reduced and ·reew.ated. by uae ot a ata.Jlda.rd reducing 
. • .~·,- ~-tu ~ ... ·~ ~ t. 

valve. · Vaporization ot the carbon dioxide resulted in considerable cooling 

ot the diaphrap redUcing Val. ve; conaequ~, the reducina' 'valve and · i'ibst' 

two teet ot carbon dioxide liDe were b.eated vtth ubeatoa"inaUl'ated·' 
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AlP.- CARBON DIOXIDE FLOW . SYSTEM 

SAMPl.£ 
. STREAM 

MANOMETER 

YARIABL.E HEIGHT 
DIFFUSIOH.COLUMN 

500£ LME SILICA GEL 
COLIMN COl.UMN 

REFERENCE AIR 
STREAM 

..---HIGH PRESSURE Aft 

AIR FILTER 

PRESSURE REGULATOR 

~E~ GAGE 

CARlON OOXIOE CYL.ItOER 

Figure 1. Air-carbon dioxide flow syetem 



Figure 2. Photographs of auparatus used in diffusion study 
(a) Over-all view of control panel and diffusion column 
(b) View of diffusion column with various-height column sections 
( c) Closeup of sampling section (d,e) Two views of hot-wire 
anemometer 
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nichrane wire heating tape. Enda of the Yire were attached to the outlet 

tapa of a Variac poweratat which wu u.aed to regulate the temperature. 

Since the carbon dioxide paaaed through 50 to 6o :feet of 1/4-inch soft 

copper tubing bet' ore reachiD€; the 1nj ection tube 1 a temperature equi

librium was assumed to exist. 'lhe heat transfer surface in this length 

of tubing was great enou8h to bring the gas to or near room temperature. 

'lbe flow of' carbon dioxide, regulated by a ~/8-inch needle valve, was 

metered by a pair of Brooke rotameter tube a covering ranees :from 5, 500 

to 201 000 cubic centimeters per minute. In order to maintain a stable 

rotameter readii)€;1 a aupply pressure of' 18 paig waa uaed. This pressure 

provided stable reading• at low :flov rates and did not require more than 

one or two adjustments during a run. At higher :flow rate• cooling o:f 

the carbon dioxide reduced the supply presaure to the extent that more 

frequent adjuatments of' the reducing valve were necesaary. It vas later 

noted that more stable flow ratea were obtained when the nichrome heating 

tape vas turned on approximately one-ha.l1' hour before a run was started. 

'lbe rotameter& were calibrated against a standard model wet-test meter. 

Calibrations were performed while operatiD€; at the same pressure used 

in the experimental runa with temperature, pressure, and water vapor 

corrections applied as directed by the manufacturer. 

Details of' the test section are illustrated in Figure 3. Carbon 

dioxide V8.15 aU.m.l.tted to the coltunn through a long, 13/32-inch i.d., hard 

copper injection tube extending the entire length of the calming section. 

'lbe injection tube was supported at the base by a circular spoked support 

disk of 75 per cent free area. Four-armed spiders of' fine vire supports 
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WOVEN WIRE 
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Figure 3. Details of test section 
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were placed at 5-foot intervals to maintain the injection tube in a 

coaxial position. A spoked-wheel device that located the injection tube 

centrally was slipped over the tube end periodically as a check for proper 

alignment. Flow disturbances at the carbon dioxide-air boundary were 

minimized by tapering the end of the injection tube at an angle of 75 

degrees to within one-halt the vall thickness. 

Qu samples vez:e removed throUSh a 5/32-inch t.d. pttot sampler 

housed in a 6-inch section or 4;-inch pipe.. 'lbe p1.t.c:>t prol:'lf:! vas constructed 

or thin-valled copper tu~ing, its tip being machined to a fine knif'e edge. 
A graduated scale on the exterior section gave the exact radial position 

~ the pitot probe vbile_.1at the aame time serving aa a guide tor main-
· ... '·: 

taining proper angular alJgmnen~ of the pi tot.. A 4-foot discharge ·section 

vas placed over the pi tot assembly .:to minimize discharge ettects · and 

prevent air currents f~ affecting the !low pattern. At low flow rates 
. 

(~ • 1 1 500) it vaa-nec~ssary to partially close the gate valve·on the 

discharge section. 'lbis :provided. a slight pressure. buildup to force gas 
' 

samples through the pitot tube. 'lhe sampler was connected with tygon 

tubing to 1/4-inch soft copper tubing which joined the metering tube. 
·... ' .. . . 

After flowing through the :.~tame1;er1 the gas sample vas passed through 

a ther.mal conductivity cell. The experimental technique includes analysis 

of the average effluent concentration of the mixed g$Se~. Thie v~e 
.... . ., . 

accomplished by packing a portion of _,t.he discharge section vi th woven 

wire so as to create a large number of eddies to insure thorough mixing 

of the gases. The average concentration vas sampled at the point indi-

cated in Figure 3 after which the excess gas mixture vas discharged to 
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' the a'bDosphere. ihe height of the dif:tusion column could be varied by 

adding sections of various heights between the calming section and pitot 

assembly. Column sections were held in place by 3/8-inch threaded rods 

extending through lugs spaced at 9<>-d.egree intervals. 'lbe metal to 

metal joints were given an air tignt seal by using Permatex number 2 

· gasket compound. A thin film of the Permatex . compound waa spread over 

the toll8Ue and groove joints and allowed to air dry a few minutes untU 

a "tacky" nature wu observed. ibe column sections were then assembled 

and tightened. Air leaks were detected· by spre~ng soap solution over 

the joints. ihe operating pr~ssure v1 thin the column ¥aa reproduced 

fran run to run by meuuring the pressure v1 th a mB.nometer: and _adJusting 

accordingly v1 th the gate valve on the· discharge section. 'lhis procedure · . "· 

vas necessary as it.vas discovered that calibration ot the gaa·analyzer 

dependa on the pressure v1 thin its ~era whicH in turn ·is. a·.·tunction 

of the col\.IIID1 pressure. Very. reproducible zero pointe were obtained .in ·Y. 

this manner. 

aas anal.ysia 

Carbon dioxide-air gas samples were a.nal.yzed by means of a Gow-Mac 

Model 3o-s fast acting ~ermal conducti v1 ty cell-. · The cell is. essentially 

a Wheatstone bridge containing two wire filaments . in each of four anna 

of a brid8e• '!be circuit diB.gram is shown in Figure 4. A set of four 

automotive batteries provided an operating current of 138. 00 milliamperes 1 

. . . 
with the exact value of current determined by measuring the drop across a 

standard 10.<>0-ohm resistance. ibe voltage drop across the standard· 

resistance vas read with a Rubicon, high precision, type B potentiomete~ 
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CIRCUIT DIAGRAM FOR THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY CELL 

~ ]'----~--~-Cl.IRNT---J',ADJUSTING RESISTANCES-''-- - nuus 
.------, ~ VY'v- 200 OHMS ... = ~ 
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TO RECORDER 

MLUAII'-METER' 
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(2 OHM RESfSTANC:E) 

Figur-e 4.- Ciraui t d1asram tor themal. oon&lcti v1 ty oell 
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vi th a portable lamp and scale gal vanameter. Use of thia instrument 

permitted adjustment ot current to within ±•5 per cent which vas necessary 

to obtain precise measurements. CUrrent vas adJusted by manipulation 

of two lo-turn heliopota ot 200 and 25 obma. ~e desired zero point, 

unbalanced e.m.f. resulting vhen reterence air is passed through both 

cell passages, vas adjusted by use of a variable 2-ohm resistance 

connected across two arma ot the cell bridge. .1!Ua te'ature wu incorpo

rated after abnormally high zero point readings reaUlted during a test 

run. At tirat it vas thought that the cell filaments had become damaged; 

hovever1 a second thermal conductivity <7ell offered the a~e problem 

resulting in the installation of the zero point adjustor. ae.a: samples 

were removed by the_ pi tot aampler and passed through one arm of the 

thermal conductivity cell vhile reference air wu passed ~hro'li8,a the· other 

arm. A amall plug ot pyrex Wool Ye.a inserted in the ·gaS lines· prior , to 

the cell to p'revent .aey chemical drier tram entering the cell 'chanibe"rs. 

'!he resulting impulse data were measured and recorded by ~ BroWn strip 

chart recorder, Model Mo. 153D.2V~X-301 equipped with a dual range •. :~ 
' 

Samples containing less than approximately 2.11- per .cent . carbon dioxiqe 

were measured on a o-10 millivolt range vhi.le h~.gher concentrations were 

measured by a o-20 millivolt .. range. 

'!he extreme sensitivity-of the thermal conductivity c~ required 

effective control procedures tor optimum performance. RegUlation of gas 

flov vas of major importance in avoiding "flov effects", consequently, 

rigid monitoring of the gas rates was maintained throughout the operating 

procedure. Accuracy of the cell also depends on the maintenance of a 

collStant temperature of the heat reservoir. Precautj_ons suggested by 
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Gow-Mac were observed. A glass wool sheathing was placed inside the 

steel housing to provide an insulation for the heat reservoir. The 

entire T/C cell was then installed in an insulated bOx. Thermal 

stability of the heat reservoir was aided by operating the cell continu-

ously. · 

Calibration of the cell was accomplished by measuring the e.m.f. 

resulting when a known· concentration oi carbon dioxide in air was passed 

thro~ one side of the cell• The concentrations were adjusted by rates 

of flow· of both gases an<! thoroughly mixed in the woven wire packed portion 

of the discharge section~ Different concentrations were obtained by 

changing the carbon dioxide rate while the main air stream rate was held 

constant. The d.ifference between the U.Obaianced e.m.f. and the zero point 

e.m.f. plotted against volume per cent carbon dioxide gave a good straight 

line on a log-log plot. The calibration curV'e is shown in Figure ·5. On 

a relative basis, the relationship between concentration and e.m.f. is 

of the form 

where n is the slope of a log C versus log E plot. Experimentally, E and 

EA can be measured. The desired qur~tity, C/CA, can be determined by 

evaluating the cell constant, n. Calibrat.ion of the cill and application 

of a least squares procedure resulted in values of n equal to ·9521 ~952, 

and .961 respectively for the three flow rates studied. 

Velocity measurement 

Velocity profiles were established by use of hot-wire techniques. 

Hot-Wire methods are based on the fact that the resistance of a wire is a 
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function of its temperature. Flaw of a fluid past a heated wire will 

reduce its temperature 'thus changing its resistance, the magnitude of 

which depends on the speed ofrthe ambient fluid. A measure-of the 

change in resistance provides a measure of the speed. The laws governing 

the convective cooling of electrica.l.J.y heated wires by streams of fluids 

have been investigated most extensively by Ki~ ( 22). He showed both 

theoretica.lly and experimentally that the heat loss per unit length H 

was closely approximated by the relation 

where B and C are constants depending upon the Wire, temperature, and • 
ambient fluid, and V is the velocity of the fluid. Wires may be maintained 

at constant resistance or at constant current. In the constant resistance 

method, B and C remain constant with changes in fluid velocity, and the 

anemometer may be calibrated by a current versus velocity plot. B and C 

are found to vary with the fluid velocity when the anemometer is run at 
. . 

constant current. In this method the voltage drop across the wire is a 

measure of the velocity. In the immediate region of the leads and po

tential termin~s~heat is conducted away from the wire at such a rate 

that the wire temperature at these extremities ma.y be considered very 

nearly at air temperature. These terminal errors are not important a.s 

long as the.anemometer is directly calibrated under conditions similar 

to actual service. Platinum has been the meat popular metal used for 

apemometer wires primarily because of. its chemical inertness at eleyated 

temperatures. The wire diameter used is of importance.· Fine wires 'are 

more susceptible to aging but are more sens1.t1ve and require less current ,. 
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than heavier wires. ~e final choice of diameter will depend upon the 

particular application. 

A circular, five-loop, hot-wire anemometer of the constant current 

type was used in this investigation and is shown in the photographs of 

Figure 2 and schematically in Figure 6. '!be anemometer was modeled 

after those used by Swartz {38) in accordance with the procedures 

recommended by OVer (33) and King (22). Five circular heating elements 

were constructed from .oo6-inch platinum wire, the relatively heavier 

wire being used because of its ability to maintain a circular shape 

better than the thinner wires. ~in mica strips cemented to a Plexiglas 

mount supported the five concentric wire loops in the proper radial 

position. ~e platinum wire was "sandwiched" in grooves cut into heavy 

copper electrodes and then spot welded for permanence of resistance. A 

short vertical run of the copper leads was permitted before passing 

radially to the mount. 'lbe entire hot-wire assembly was housed in a 

section of 4-inch brass pipe. Anemometer loops were located at radii 

calculated from the equation 

where 

r = 2n-l l/2 
[-raJ r 

0 

n = an~aometer no. (1, 2, 3, 4, or 5) 

r = radius of anemometer 

r = radius of pipe. 
0 

'Ibis arrangement permitted the anemometer loops to be placed at positi.ons 

surrounded by equal areas. With this spacing of anemometers the total 

flm.r rate could be approximated simply by arithmeti cally averagin.t; the 
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flow rate• at each ane~DCJ~Deter and mu1. ti~ by the cro•a-sectional. area 

o:t:' the pipe. 

ibe paver 11upply ahmrn 1n ·the circuit diagram ot Figure 7 consisted 

ot tvo to three 6-TOl t autaloti ve b&tterle11 connected 1Jl aeries • Voltage 

drop• acroaa the anemc::meter vires were me&8\lred and recorded by a Moseley 

X-Y Recorder vith rugea trca 5 millivolt• to 150 volta. Voltage drops 

vere measured b7 the Y termiD&l ot the l"'eCerder. MotiOD ot the carriap 

in the x-41rect1on vu proYided by 8Uppl.y1ng the X term1Dal ot the recorder 

Yith a conatant ftl"y1.ng input aisnaJ.. '.ftli• vu accomplished 'in the 

· tollovinc way: A aynchroDOUa motor va. u.ed to. turn a 25-obm, lo-turn, 

linearly calibrated heliopot re.W.tinc in a OOilStant ch.aDp 1Jl wltage 

drop. 1bia 1mpul.•e vu ted to the X termillal ot the recorder. 

oal.ibration ot the ~ter i• ~eel on the principles · ot t'luid 

tlov through pipe•. J'or the 1•1nv ruse ot Reynol~ number• below ;·· 

2,100, the tlov,.. uii\Ded to be l*ft.bolic acaordinc to _the relation. 

2 u. • 2V{l-(r ) · ] 
... -

ro 

where u is the vel.oci ty at radiua r and V is the average velocity. ibe 

c&l.ibration vu exteDded into the high tlov raJJ8eS (aTerase velocitie• 

greater than 2.5 teet per second)· by introducing a tlat velocity profile 

in the sr•tem uainc methOO. IIU8P&ted by Stoker ( lt6) • Two loo-meah acreena 

were placed in the system, one an inch below the anemometer and one di

rectly above the anemometer. ·Teaao (50) found that the velocity at the 

tour inner loopa could be c&l.culated by d1 v1d1Il8 the averase velocity by 

.942 vhile the outer loop velocity vas the average velocity multiplied by 
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.Boo. Prior to calibration the platinum anemometer loops were anneale·d 

at a dull red heat in still air for six hours. The anemometer was cali-

brated by placing it on the calming section of the diffUsion column after 

the long carbon dioxide injection tube had been removed. The. discharge 

section was then placed over the anemometer housing to minimize convection 

currents. Flow rates were adjusted to the desired levels and.' the 

anemometer brought into circuit, the power being supplied to the ane-

mometers through a set of phone-jacks. CUrrent was adjusted by measuring 

the drop across a standard resistance of approximately one-sixth of an 

ohm until the voltage drop was equal to .35500 ~lts as measured by a 

potentiometer. The value .35500 is the voltage drop which would cause the 

anemometers to be at a dull red heat when placed in still air. The voltage 

drop across the anemometer loop-was then mea8ured by the X-Y recorder. 

Each anemometer was run thro~ the entire l~nar range before the next 
,, ~' . 

anemometer was calibrated. .After calibration in the laminar range had 

been completed, the screens were inserted and calibration in the higher 

flcrof r~es were perf'onned in the same manner. The laminar range ends ·at 

an average velocity of approximately one foot per second while the scr.eened 

data starts at an average velocity of 2.5 feet per second. The ~p left in 

between these two procedures was filled by fitting the two sets of data 

into a smooth curve. Matching of the two curves.llas taken as a criterion 

of the agreement of both calibration procedures. The calibration cu1~e 

:for the hot-wire .anemometer is shown in Figure e. 

Procedure 

The experimental technique consisted of' injecting the carbon dioxide 
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tracer into a moving air stream and establiahing concentration and velocity 

profiles at various positions downstream. A knowledge ot the concentration 

and velocity distributions provides sufficient information to calculate 

point values of diff'uai vi ties. 1he main air streaa rate vu set and 

allowed approximately one-halt hour for equilibrium to establiah. Once 

fixed, the main air stream flow remained quite conatant and did not require 

further attention during the experimental run. Periodic checka 1 however 1 

were made. 1he desired zero point of the thermal conductivity cell vas 

set and recorded. Carbon dioxide vaa admitted to the column aDd allowed · 

15 to 20 minutes to attain a temperature eqUilibrium. To min1m1t:e arti

ficial mixing of the two stream.e due to jetting effects, the carbon dioxide 

vas admitted at a speed corresponding to the center-line air velocity under 

empty tube condi tiona. Linear gaa velocities were used, calculated u the 
VQlwnetric flow rates divided by the cross-sectional area. Bqu:Uibrium 

vas established and the cell respo1111e tor the average· concentration vas 

recorded. Point values of concentration were then determined by with

drawing samples through the pi tot probe 1 taking care to keep the sampling 

rate below the rate of the main air. stream velocity to prevent sucking 

around the neighborhood of the pitot probe. Seventeen points along a 

diameter were traversed and analyzed. At the end of each run the average 

conaentratioh and zero point readings were redetermined. In order to 

insure that representative concentration profiles were obtained, three 

diameter traverses spaced at l2o-degree intervals were made for each 

height. 'lbis procedure gave six values of concentration for each radial 

position. Figure 11 suggests the pattel;"D. followed. Diameter traverses 
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were made in regular order from vall to center to wall, sampling each 

radial position over an 8 to 16 minute t~ interval. The corresponding 

cell impulse was obtained by a graphical integration of the strip chart 

with a planimeter. After the position of the pitot probe had been changed, 

the flow rates and cell operating current were checked and adJusted 
. I 

accordingly. 

Velocities at five radial positions were measured by replacing the 

' pitot probe with the hot-wire anemometer. Duplicate determinations were 

made for each of th~ flov rates .and heights investigated. Air vas passed 

through the injection tube to simulate the flov ef:t'ect of the carbon 

dioxide. Air rather than carbon dioxide vas used because of. the dif'f'erent 

cooling effects on the anemometers due to differences in thermal con-

ducti v1 ty. Identical velocity ratios were used. 'lbe main air rate va.5 

Get first to blow off aQy particles that ~ have deposited on the ane-

mometer vires. 'lbe proper value o:r ·current wa& established and the voltage 

drop across each loop measured. Velocities corresponding to these voltage 

drops were obtained from an enlarged calibration curve. 

The concentration and velocity data provided enough infor.mation to 

calculate values of dif:t'usivities. 'lbese data wer~ treated by the two 

mathematical procedures described in the next section. 

Scope of Work 

The range of experimental work fpr·vhich concentration and velocity 

. distributions were determined is shown in Table l. 



Table 1. Variables investigated 

1. Tube size: 4 inches 

2. ·Injector size: .~5 inches i.d. 

3. Reynolds number Height, z (inches) 

1,500 10 

1,500 15 

1,500 20 

5,000 50 

5,000 70 

5,000 90 

10,000 50 

10,000 70 

10,000 90 

Three diameter traverses were made for each,height and flow rate 

studied when obtaining concentration data while velocity determinations 
l 

were made. in duplicate. All the experimental data in this work were 

taken at room temperature and pressure. 'lbe temperature remained constant 

0 at 23.4 ± 1.2 C throughout the investigation,and was regarded only in the 

calculation of flow rates •.. Effects of temperature on rates of diffusion 

.o were not considered since the maximum temperature variation was only 2.4 C. 
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A nucleus ·from which studies of' ditfusion can be developed is provided 

by the partial diff'erential eq~tions used to describe laws governing mate-

rial transfer by molecular and eddy mechan181D8. Progress in this area has 

beeri limited due to difficulty in effecting satisfactory solutions to these 

equations. 

Mass trM,fe~ in a moving fluid e;enerally is composed ot the simul tane-

ous contributions ot molecular and eddy processes _and is usually expressed 

in terms of' an effective dif'tusivity detined mathematically by the ex-

pression 

where 

N • ( Dv + ~) VC • E v C 

N • rate of' mass transfer, moles/sq tt/aec 

D • molecular diff'usivity, sq f't/sec v . 

~- edcy or turbulent dif'f'uaivity, sq f't/sec 

E • total effective diff'usivity, sq tt/sec 

vc • concentration gradient, molel/~u tt/tt 

The differential ~sa transfer equat:!,on· prealipposes that the above 

relationship is true. In the following pages a SUJIII18.l'Y of' the mathematical 

methods used by previous investisators is presented.· ~later section of' 

this ~per presents some modifications and new derivations which have been 

developed during the course of' this investigation. 

Development of the Basic Diffusion Equation 

Consider the diffusion of a tracer material from an injector tube 

source in a cylindrical system. Under stea4y state conditions, a mass 



balance over tl:ie differential element of volume shown in Figure 9a is: 

{1) 

Diffusion is the only mechanism involved in radial mass transfer since net 

flow in this direction ·is not possible. 'nle defining· equation for E can 

be used to obtain the moles transferred radially, ~~ into the element. 

1be moles leaving or dN
2 

must equal d.N
1 

plus the change occurring in 

d.N1 over the distance dr. For a differential element 

(2) 

..:a.r ~~· + d { E dA Oc) dr 
\ .. l .. l12 - u.nl dr ~ r r dr (3) 

where E is the radia.l effective diftusi vi ty. Transport of mass due to 
r 

gross motion of the fluid must be considered in addition to diffusion- for 

mixing in the axial direction. 'lliat is 

( 4) 

... ( 5) 

where E is the axial effective·diffusivity. SUbstitution of Equation 2 1 a 

3, 4, and 5 into Equation 1 givca 

d (E dA ~) = ~ ( Cu dA . ~ E dA ~) dr r r or oz z a z oz 

'nle areasthrougQ. which mass transfer takes place are given by 

dA .. 21fr dz 
r 

dA = 21fr dr z 

Substitution into Equation 6 and simplifYing establishes the·basic · 
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Figure 9a. Cylindrical shell of. infini tesilllal volume 

Figure 9b. Partial differential :functions in a cylindrical system 
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diffusion equation. 

{9) 

ibe assumptions involved in the developnent ot Equation 9 thus far are: 

1. angular symmetry exists 

2. the system is at steady state 

3. no chemic~ reaction is occurring, and 

4. mass transfer can be described in terms of an effective 

dittusivity. 

To date, a rigorous solution of Equation 9 has not been formulated. 

Instead, investigatprs have made varioua simplifying assumptions in order 

to reduce the complex relationships existi~ between Er' Ea' r, and. z. 

Als the study of turbulent transfer continues, the mathematical treatment . 
j 

is becoming more refined to the extent that fewer assumptions are being 

made. However, the methods are necessarily more involved. 

In addition to the various assumptions, certain limiting boundary . 

conditions which d~scribe the physical system are imposed to solve Equation 

I. At the plane of the injector tube 1 ( z '"' 0) 1 no radial· dif:t'Usion 

has taken place. 

c (r, o) = cf 

. c (r, o) .. o 

(O<r<t) 

(t <r<r) 
' • 0 

II·. At infinite height the concentration at any radial position 

approaches the mean concentrati~ri~ 

c (r, oo) = ~ 
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III. No diffusion can occur through the confining walls of the 

conduit. 

~ = 0 at r = r or o 

IV. Radial symmetry exists about the tube center. 

de dr = 0 at r = 0 

Bessel SOlution 

Bernard ( 2) in developing an a.ne.lytical solution to Equation 9 

assumed the effective diffusivity and velocity to be constant through-

out the system, i.e., E = E ~ f(r,z) and u ~ f(r,z). 
r a ~ 

While these 

assumptions are not rigorous, the solution obtained is useful for 

obtaining average values of diffusivity and Peclet number. With these 

considerations Equation 9 reduces to 

(10) 

where a = u/E. Observation of Equation 10 suggests that the concentration 

can be expressed as a function of raQtU£ and height. A solution of ·the 

form 

C = R(r) Z(z) (ll) 

is assumed where R( r) is a fun~tion of r only ancl Z( z) is a function of 

z only.. Substltution of the above expression in Equat.i.on 10 permits the 

Va..!'iables to be separated. 

1 d
2

R 1 dR l dZ d
2z 

- ( ~ + - -) == -z (a dz - -~) 
R dr.:: r dr dz~ 
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R is independent of z and so aa z varies the left hand side of the above 

equation remains constant. Similarly 1 the right hand side remains constant 

2 as r varies; therefore, this equation can be set equal to a constant, - ~ • 

. - 2 
~2 ,. !_ (a dZ _ d z) 

z dz dz2 
(13) 

'lhe above expression is equivalent to tvo independent dif'ferential equa~ 

tions and the problem becomes one of solving tvo equations, one with 

radial ·terms and one with axial terms. 'lhe solution ot the equality given 

by the left hand side of Jquation 13 is 

(14) 

where J ( ~) and Y ( ~) are Bessel functions of zero order of the first 
0 0 

and second kind respectively. 'lhe concentration of a tracer material 

at any point ~ere r .. 0 must be finite (boundary condition II or IV), 

therefore, the coerficient c2 must equal,zero .since Y0(~) is infinite at 

this point. Equation 14 then reduces to 

(15) 

The solution of the equality given by the right hand side of Equation 13 

2 2 112 . · 2 2 112 I 
Z C [a - (a + ~ ) ]z/2 c [a + (a + 4~ ) ]z 2 = 3e . + 4e (16) 

Boundary condition II requires that c4 = 0 since the concentration must 

remain finite vith increasing z. Equation 16 becomes 

2 2 1/2 
Z _ C [a - (a + 4~ ) ]z/2 

- 3e 

and the particular solution of Equation 13 becomes 
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. ci 2 1/2 
e = Ae[a - ( + ~ ) ]z/2 • J (~r) 

. 0 
(18) 

The constant A must be determined such that boundary condition I is 

satisfied. It is evident that no single value of A will satisty this 

requirement for all values of r and the general solution must be taken . 

. as a combination of the particular solutions which results in the infinite 

series given by 

J (P r) · • o n (19) 

Imposing boUndary condition III 
()C) 

( OC) = 0 = E. A e[a -
dr'rcr n o nmO 

(20) 

since 

J~ (~nr) •- ~nJl(~nr) (2l) 

where J1(~nr) is a Bessel function of the first order. Equation 20 can 

be satisfied for all values of z only 1:f J1 (~nr0 ) = 0; i.e., ~O' ~l' 

~2 , •••• ~n are the positive roots in ascending order of Equation 20. The 

final solution is .obtained by using a Fourier-Bessel expansion to express 

e(r, 0) as the infinite series indicated by Equation 19 and is given by 

(22)* 

*eM is the integral average concentration while eA is the measured 

effluent concentration. These cannot be e~ual if eM is calculated by 

using the assumption that velocity is independent of radial position. 

When experiment¥ velocities are. '\lSed, ~ ,and e A will differ slig.~tly 

due to analytical errore. 
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Equation 22 was derived on the baais that the injector tip could be 

considered a point source S:Jld doea not iDVolve an appreciable error if 

the ratio or t tor is lesscthan 0.25. Also the mean integral concen
o 

tration is assumed to be the same at any cross-section. When the injector 

tube cannot be considered a point source the solution is 
' I 

t 00 1 
C = 2Cf 2 .E ~ 

r 0 n 
0 

A mass balance at z "' 0 g1 ves 

• J (~ r) o n 

Solving ror cf and substitution into Equation 23 results in 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

P'ort~tely, the infinite expansion ot Equation 22 and 25 converges 

rapidly vhen the ratio ~ cma:Jcm:in is amal.l. Terms beyond the third are 

unimportant when the ratio is 6:1 and only two terms are required when a 

3:1 ·ratio is used. With this consideration Equation 22 reduces to 

Bernard fitted his experimental data to Equation 26 by using a trial and 

error procedure to c.al.culate the a term. 

Kurihara (23) used a modified form of Equation- 25 for the case where 

the finite size of the injector tube becomes important. The solution is 

similar to that of Bernard up' to the point of Equation 19 '~itten in the 

form 



00 . 

~A • -:.o·AnRnZn • A/'oZo + -\Rl~ + • ••• 

Multiplying both sides of Equation 27 by R
0

r and making use of the 

orthogonal properties of the R functions 

{27) 

. (28) 

The orthogonality principle requires that all summations in the second 

term on the right hand side of Equation ~8 be zerO since all conta1n a 

cross. product of the R f'unctions. .Equation 28 then becomes 

(29) 

The ~irst series cons~ant, A0, can be determined from Equation 29. noting 

that the R and Z f'unctiona are both un1 ty at z • o. 
r 

J 
0
P- r dr 

0 OA . 2 f roC dr 
AO • .-.~.-,_...;;;;.._. __ • ~ J 0 CA r 

~fo or dr o 

'(30) 

The constant ~ can be determined by a· similar procedure.' Multiplying 

Equation 27 by R1r and imposing the orthogonality principle gives 

{31) 

At z • 0 Equation 31 becomes 

(32) 
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from which 

The general equation for An can be written 

. t c 

f -/: J (f3 r)r dr 
0 A o. n 

A = . 
n r

0 
. 

1 .?(13 r)r dr 
0 

o n. 

where f3n are the positive roots of J1 (f3nr
0

) • 0. Substitution of the 

constants g1 ven by Equation 30 and 34 into Equation 27 yiel<;ls 

A mean integral. average concentr~tion is defined by 

r 1 ° c 
eM c.rdr r· 

0 A 2 J· 0 c 
- z: =- -rdr 
CA r r 2 0 CA 

J: 
0 

rdr 0 

It is or interest to note that·the mean integral concentration, Equa-

tion 361 is identical to the first series constant~ A0, as given by 

Equation 30.· Multiply Equation 35 by CA/CM 
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(34) 

(35) 
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(37) 

SUbstitute Equation 36 

(,S) 

A mass balance at z • 0 

(39) 

(40) 

Substitution of Equation 4o in Equation 38 yields 

( 41) 

Using R . "" J ( ~ r) and the relations · . n o n 
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t 

f J (~ r)r dr • ! J1· (~ t) 
0 

0 D ..- D . D 
( 42) 

r 2 · ·· 

f 
o r 
.fc~ r)r dr • -2° .fc~ r ) 

O 0 D 0 DO 

Equation 4l becomes 

C 2 · oo J1(~ t) J (~ r) 
· D 0 D 

~ •l + t J: .. J2 ZD· 
n-1 ~n o(~nro) 

(~) 

[Q (~ I,A2)1/21 / i'he Z term hu been evaluated u z • e - + ~n z 2 • A binomjal. 

expanaion ot the square root in the expo~ent takes the form 

. . . 2 2 
. ~n ~n 2 

zn • ·e[a - a(l + 1/2 T - 1/8(~ ) + •••• ) ]z/2 (45) 

~2 2~4 
[a - a - 1/2 2 + .2 + • • • • ]z/2 ( 46) ·· 

• ~ a a3 

: - ~ z/a ( 47) e n 

nus approximation is ·justified when ~ is much smaller than a. With D .. 

this simplification Equation 44 becomes 
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.This series converges fast enough so that only one variable term is 

necessary. The final solution is 

c 2 -c = 1 + tA. · 
M '"'1 

( 49) 

· The concentration data of this vork vere fitted to Equation 49 to calculate 

values of diffUsivity and mass transfer Peclet numbers. Sample calcu-

lations are presented in the appendix. 

Semi-numerical Solution . 

Fahien and Smith (ll) presented a semi-numerical solution to the 

diffusion equation by allowing velocity and diffUsi vi ty to vary w1 th· radial 

position. This method involves resolving the equation into two parts; one 

of which can be solved analytically, the other requiring numerical methods 

for its solution. In addition to the assumptions involved in the deri-

vation of Equation 9 the following are included: 

l. velocity is not a function of height and 

2. diffusion 1:1 the axial directior: is negligible. 

With these assumptions Eq~tion 9 reduces to 

0 de oc dr (Er dr) - ur dz = 0 

It is convenient to express this equation iu Lel'lliS of a :iimen3ionJ.C!;G 

quantity, Q, defined as Q = r/r • W:ith this substitution Equation 50 
0 

becoraes 
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A solution of the form 

C = R(r) Z(z) (52) 

is assumed and substituted into Equation 51 resulting in the follo~ing 

sepa;.·e. tion of variables. 

2' 
l d dR ro d.Z 

uQR dQ ( EQ dQ) = - }.. = Z dZ (53) 

An analytical solution of the second equality is available and is given 

by. 
- A.z/l 

Z = e 
0 

(54) 

The constant coefficient is neglected here since Z is later expressed as 

a product containing another constant. A solution of the first equality 

is more difficult due to the complex relationships existing between u, E, 

.and Q. This may bP. rewritten in the form 

d .dR 
dQ (EQ dQ) + ~ uQR = 0 (55) 

Numerical methods are applied to Equation· 55 to evaluate t.he functions 

dR d dR dQ a.nd dQ (EQ dQ). These derivatives can be approximated by slopes of 

, straight lines through points on the curve shown in Figure 9b where the 

variation of R and EQ : with Q is gtometrically represented. Alth~ugh 

only approximate due to the size of the finite interval chos~r1, the slope 

will be aceurately represented if the interval is chosen sufficiently 

small and if the function is nearly straight over the interval. From 

Figure 9b, a central difference formula written about so~e general point, 

say (k,h), results in 
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d dR (EQ :) (k+l/2)(h) (EQ ~) {k-l/2)(h) 
dQ (Eg dQ). (k,h) = -------~h--------

and at the neighboring 1/2 increments 

c:> (k+l/2Hh> 
= R (k+l)(h) - R (k)(h) 

h 

( dR) (k=lj'2 )(h) .. R (k}(h) - R (k-l)(h) 
dQ h 

Terms associated with the quantities (k,h) are evaluated at the point 
\ 

(56) 

(57) 

(58) 

(k,h) and are not multiplied by this quantity. For example, R(k-l)(h) 

is to be read as "the value of R at the point (k-l)(h) ". Substitution of 

Equations 57 and 58 into Equation·56 results in 

~Q (EQ ::) (k,h) = (EQ) (k+l/2)(h) (R (k+l)(h)h~ R (k)(h)] 

- (EQ) (k-l/2)(h) [R (k)(h) - R (k-l){h)] (59) 
h2 

. d ( dR) Solving Equation 55 for dQ E9 dQ after evaluating at th~ point (k,h) 

and equating to Equation 59 gives 

. 1 
- ~ u{k,h) Q(k,h) R(k,h) = 2 (EQ) (k+l/2)(h) [R (k+l)(h) - R (k)(h)] 

h 

- ~ ( EQ) ( k-l/2)(h) [R ( k, h) - H ( k-l)(h)] ( 60) 
hr- . . 

Factoring Equation 60 for corresponding values of the -e:!.gen vectors, R, 

r~?Sl.l.lt.s in 
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R(k-l)(h) E(k-l/2)(h) 9(k-l/2)(h) + 

2 
R(k,h) [Ah u(k,h) 9(k,h) - E(k+l/2)(h) Q(k+l/2)(h) 

- E(k-l/2)(h) Q(k-l/2)(h)] + 

R(k+l)(h) E(k+l/2)(h) 9(k+l/2}{h) = 0 (61) 

The E terms arc written at the mid-point of an interval while R terms are 

written at integral multiples of an interval. The 9 t~rn.s are written at 

either point sinc.e they are associated with both E ~nci R. It is con-

venient to introduce the weight functions, H and P, at this point defined 

as H c E9 and P = u9. With this notation Equation 61 can be written ~ 

R(k-l)(h) H(k-l/2)(h) + 

R(k,h) [Ah
2

P(k,h) - H(k+l/2)(h) - H(k-l/2)(h)] + 

R(k+l)(h) H(k+l/2)(h) m 0 

·Equation 62 is valid for any interior point except 3-t the tube center 
' 

(62) I 

(9 =- 0) and o.t the tube wall (u ='0). The equation for the tube center 

can be obtained by expanding Equation 55, observing the limit as· 9 

approaches zero, and substituting the weight fUnctions to arrive at 

Similarly for the tube wall, 
2 . . 

R(Ifu) [~ P(N-l/2)(h) - H(N-l/2)(h)] + R(N-l)(h) H(N-l/2)(h) -- 0 (64) 

where N is the total number of intervals. The ~Q.m~.tions representing con-

ditions at the tube center, tube interior, anU. tube wall can be used to 

write (N + l) equations about (N +"1) points resulting in (N + 1) 1.1.nk11own 

eigen vectors, R, and an unkn~~ eigen value, ~. The resulting syst~~ of 

(N + l) linear equations containing. (H + 2) unkno·.ms can be solved 
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simultaneously in terms of the eigen vector to get (N + 1) solutions. The 

general solution is the sum of the individual solutions and is given by 

( 65) 

where n designates the set of orthogonal functions involved. 
I 

Constant's in the series of Equation 65 can be detennined by appli-

cation of boundary condition I and use of the orthogonal properties of 

the eigen vectors. Multiplying both sides of Equation 65 by the quantity 

P kl\, 0 and sUJmdng over k g1 vea 

N N oo 
J: CP R. • J: E A R Z P .R 

k•O k-"k, 0 k20 n=O n k,n n k-lt, 0 
(66) 

where R. refers to the value of R at increment k and nth eigen value. -"k,n 

Expanding on n 

N N N oo 
J: CP R E A_R2 z_p + 'E E A R. Z P- R. 

k-O k-"k,O ,. kaO. _~"k1 0 Grk k=O n=l n-~,n n ~"k1 0 (67) 

All eigen.tunctions in the second term o! the right hand side of Equation 

67 are now orthogonal (summation is zero si~ce n m 0) and Equation 67 

can be written in the form 

The constant A
0 

can be evaluated by imposing boundary condition I. Since 

Z = 1.0 at z ~ 0 and ~,O a 1.0 for all k, Equation 68 becomes 

( 69) 

from which 
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A mass balance over the cylindrical system v1ll s_how the relationship 

between A0 and the mean concen~ration, ~· By def'ini tion 

l 
N J: eue de 

.. 
E CkPk 

eM • 
}1:).0 

1 - ll 1 ue de E pk 
:b-0 0 . 

AaBUIDe that ~ il constant tor all z. iben at z • 0 1 

·' 

(70) 

(71) 

. (72). 

'lhe significance of the constant A0 can be observed by comparing Equations 

70 and 72 to get 

ibe general expression for any constant in the series solution can be 

obtained in a similar manner and is g1 ven by 

t 
E p R: 

bzO k-K.,n 

R' 
E R

2 
P 

k=0-1c,n k 

Substitution of Equation 74 ~nto Equation 65 will give the general 

solution for the concentration at eny point, Ck • ,z 
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. ck ,z (75) 

The negative exponential term contained in the z·runction converges the 

infinite ::ieriea of Equations 65 and 75 to two terms 11"" z is chosen 

sufficiently great, i.e., 

(76) 

Multiplying Equation 76 by ~ 1Pk and sUJ!IIling over k 
I, 

(77) 

The orthogonal properties of the eigen vectors require that the first 

term on the right hand side of E~tion 77 be zero so the expression can 

be reduced to 

N N 
1: CR P = A:J E (R )

2
P z._ 

k=O --lt ,1. k .... n=O -lt, 1 kJ. 
(78) 

Imposing boundary condition I 

t N 
1: C _R P = A. E R

2 
P . 

k.=O r K.,l k --J.k.=O -l:t, 1 k 
(79) 

Solving Equation 76 :for R1, substitution in"t9 Equation 79, and solving 

for zl results in 

(80) 

Solving Equation 72 for Cf and substitution of Equation 71 yields 



If N N N 
J: pk J: <yk J: pk J: <ilx 

cf • eM k-o k..o ~ k-o (81) t • 1f t • t 
J: pk 

k-o 
J: plt J: pk 

lt-0 Jt-0 
J: pk 

k-0 

Substitution ot Equation 81 1uto ~tion 8o results in 

(82) 

All the tel'J!Ui in Equation 82 are obtainable trca experimental data on 

concentration and vel.ocity. Reterrtna to Equation 54, the eigen value 

-can be evaluated from the expression 

2 
r 

0 
~1.- z ln ~ 

~e eigen values can be wsed to calculate point values of· total dif-

:fusi v1 ty in terms of the weisnt function H. .Multiplying Equation 76 . . 

by the proper R Pk product and imposing orthogonal.i ty allows the -1t, n . 

follovill8 relations to be established. 

(83) 

(84) 

where the first subscript designates the number ot increm~nt ~·and·the 

second determines the eigen value. SUbstituting the R
0 1 and ~ 1 I I 

relatiollfi of Equation 84 into the equation for the tube center and 

solving for the H term 
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Substitution o~ the three R relations o~ Equation 84 into Equation 62 

vr1 tten tor the point k • 1 · and 801 ving. ~or the H terma reaul ta in 

Substitution of Equation 85 into Equation 86 and siJnplitying yields 

~h2(P(O) (C
0

- CM) + P(h) (C1 - CM)] 
• . (~ .;. c2) (~) 

The general expre•aion for Equation 87 is g1 ven by 

(88) 

or, expressing in terma ot E1 

E(k+l/2)(h) (89} 

An alternate boundary condition inay be used to evaluate the ~ 

function and eigen Val.ue. 'lbe boundary condition used in the previous 

met.b.nd was taken at z .. 0 (plane o~ injector tip). '!bus the dif':fusivity 

calculated by this method at various heights above the injector will . 

represent an average dittusivity over this height interval and will 

include effects of mixing due to presence of the injector tube. However, 

it the calculations are performed using a boundary condi t1on at some 



height say z • z instead of z • 01 this e:ftect can be minimized. Writing 
0 

Equation 78 at a height z • z gives 
0 

Substitution of the R function defined by Equati~n 84. at z1 gives 

Equation 53 can be written 

Integrating 

(92) 

(93) 

(94) 

z1(z1)/~(z0 ) can be determined from experimental data according to the 
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relationship shown by Equation 92. 1lle eigen. value can be then obtained 

by solving Equation 94 

(95) 

Both boundary condi tiona were· used to calculate values o!' dif-

fusivity and Peclet number, the I"F,!BUlts of which are tabulated in Tables 

5a and 5b, Of course, no res~lts can be calculated for.thc first he:lght 

using the alternate boundary condition'since this solution depends on 

data at a previous height. 

To apply the above solution, concentration and velocity distributions 

across the radius must be known. 1bese were obtained from smoothed data 

(Tables 6 and ll) obtained from plots of the experimental data (Tables 

8 and 10). · In this. work the radius was divided into eight equal incre-

menta. The working equations were modified slightly so that values of 

concentration and velocity could be expressed as C/CA and u/V ratios. ·The 

~ - Ck+l data required in Equation 89 were smoothed b:)" subtracting values 

of concentration at adjoining increments, plotting against position 

increment, and !'itting a smooth curve through the result. This method, 

illustrated in the sanrple calculations, did. not. cha.ne~ the diffusivity 

and Peclet number distribution. A ~;>~le calculatlon of the !3~rni-m.uner1cs.l 

method itf illustrated in Tables 4a, 4b1 4c, and 4d of the appendix. 
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RESULTS 

Experimental Considerations 

A logical order in the examination of results begins initially with 

a review of the experimental work. 1.\lis analysis provides a basis by 

which the reliability of other dependent results can be determined arid 

shows how the experimental data fit the calculation technique a. 

Height of test s.ection 

Heights above the injector tube for which experimental data were 

determined were obtained from a deliberation of two factors. First, the 

infinite series arising in the semi-numerical solution converges rapidly 

with increasing height so that high section heights were preferable. 

Second, the broader concentration profiles that result with increasing 

heights were used as a criterion for determ1ning the maximum permissible 

section heights. At very high heights flat profiles resulted which were 

unsatisfactory as the semi-numerical solution involves a division by the 

concentration differences at adjoining radial increments. This method is 

subject to large errors if flat ~oncentration profiles are used where the 

difference in concentration between neighboring increments is very small. 

Conversely, a. ratio of C /c . of not more than 3:1 is required in max mJ.n 

order for the Bessel solution to be applicable. Thus it became necessary 

to compromise between these tvo effects. 'lbe final heights decided upon 

were detercined experimentally. Preliminary test ru_~s were made to 

determine· the maximum heights usable •..rhile yet maintaining 13. roughly 

parabolically" distributed concentration profile. It was found. that 

greater heights could be used vith higher flow rHt'i?G (Table l.). 
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Concentration data 

All concentrations were expressed as a ratio with r~spect to the 

average effluent ~oncentration, CA. Use of this concentration term as 

a reference value permitted more accurate data to be obtained as slight 

changes in daily temperature, variation of moisture content, and other 

uncontrollable factors could be minimized. Also 1 large relative errors 

that may occur at very low concentrations (Figure 5) were reduced. Use 

of the effluent concentration as a reference value merely acted as a 

multiplying factor and did not change the concentration distribution. 

Concentration analyses as determined by the thermal conductivity 

cell were thought to be accurate within 0~01 per cent although the 

method was not checked by a chemical analysis of duplicate samples. ibe 

precision of the gas analyzer was very high as could be seen by comparing 

the thermal conductivity cell impulse data (Table 7) for the average 

effluent concentrations. As observed in Table 71 the e.m.f. corresponding 

to the average effluent concentrat:l,.on for eact. o1' three diameters at the 

start and end of a run agreed quite well. The slight discrepancies 

present were probably due to small variations in gas flow rates during 

the course of an experimental run. 

Concentrations at an:,· one point on the s8!aplj_ng traverse did not re

ma1.n AXactly consta,p.t but fluctuated in a rapdore :ma.nner about a mean 

equilibrium value a.s amal.l vur11:1.L1una:; in tl'le 1"16W" pnttcrn uuew·.n:d .. 

Changes occurring in concentration ~auld easily be followed by visual 

observation of the recot-der strip chart data, portion:J of which are re

produced in Figure 10. The magnitude of fluctuation of e.m.f. and hence 

.concentration about some mean value is exhibited in Figure lOa wtere the 
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variation appears to follow a more or less sinusoidal relationship. This 

phenomeZlllll was observed at all test conditions. Figure lOb represents the 

e.m.f. corresponding to the average concentration. The nearly horizontal 

line depicted is an indication of the thorough mixing occurring within 

the wire packed portion of the discharge section. The· abrupt change 

_occuring in concentration after the pitot sampler had been moved one 

radial increment1 (1/8 r h is shown in Figure lOc. After the sampling 
0 

position had been changed1 approximately 3 to 4 minutes were required for 

·the break to occur. Flushing of the sample lines and thermal conductivity 

cell of the old sample was responsible for the lag in response. The 

recorder strip charts proved a valuable asset in judging when equilibrium 

conditions were established and aided in. locating and ~ubsequently neg

lecting same ot the large non-representative fluctuations that occurred at 

infrequent intervals. 

Angular variations ot concentration at constant radial positions for 

different diameter traverses are shown 1n Figure ll. At positions of low 

concentration (Q "" 0.938) the maximum deviation based on a mean average 

is approximately 151per cent. Because ot this variation and since· the 

calculation methods assume complete angular symmet~, it was decided to 

make three diameter traverses for all runs. ibe final values used were 

an average ot the three traverses. 

Figure 12 is another plot ot the same data shown to. illustrate re-

producibility of the concentration protUes tor three dif'f'erent diameters • 
.. • 

~e variation exhibited is typical tor all the flow rates studied. 

Averaging the values ot c/c A tor 1de!l.t1cal radial pos1 tions on the three 

diameter& gave an equally veigbted averae;e ot C/CA based on six points. 
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. Since each point vas sampled over an 8 to 16 minute interval, the sampling 

time for each final C/CA value vas apj>roximately one hour. Results of this 

technique are shown in Figure 13 where the averaged C/ C A values are shown 

as a function of Q. 

Use of th~ function Q as a variable to express concentr-ation and 

velocity distribution qata does not permit direct evaluation of the dif- . 

fusivity at the tube center. 'lllis is a consequence of the manner in which 

E is defined, that is, 

since ?Y:J/OfJ = 0 at Q .. 0, E has n9 meaning at this point. Frandolig (14) 

suggested that the center-line diffusivity be defined by 

Eg:o liZ 

In this way E is an everywhere continuous function in Q. Lynn (26) re-
. . 

solved this problem by expressing concentrations and velocities as runc-

2 tions of 9 since derivatives with respect to this variable do not become 
2 .· 

zero. Use of Q as .the functional variable suggests that sampling inter-

2 vals equally spaced in Q rather than Q be used. Points on composition 

and velocity graphs would then be more equally spaced. However 1 this 

procedure would put more emphasis at points near the tube wall thus 

B.mi>lifying effects of the pipe wall and roughness on flow conditions. 

Also, fever points are sampled near the region of the tube center thereby 

not allowing this part of the profile to be determined accurately. In 
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this work sampling positions equally spaced in ~ were used although both 

procedures have been found to be satisfactory • 

. Velocity data 

A similar procedure for minimizing errors was used for the velocity 

data where point values of velocity were expressed as u/V ratios where V 

is the average velocity. Velocity data were determined for each height 

and flow rate investi~ated substituting the car"bon dioxide flow in the 

injector tube by air flow. The same flov r~~e ratios vere used, In this 

way an evaluation of the relative cooling effect of each of the gases on 

the hot-wire anemometer was eliminated and the flow pattern was effectively 

simulated. Data taken with and without the injec'tor 'tube present are 

given in the appendix. Observation or these results indicate that velocity 

does not depend on height, one or the assumptions involved in both calcu

lation procedures used. This efrect was expected at high heights where 

disrupted rlow patterns caused by the injec~or tube had time to re

establish themselves to empty tube flow conditions. However, even at low 

heights used in the NEE = 1,500 series no errect of height or the air 

injection system on the velocity profiles could be detected. This could 

possibly be due to the rac.t that the ama.l.l.est platinum anemometer loop 

occurs at a value of 9 z 0.316 which is incapable or perceiving rlow 

disturbances occurring at smaller radial positions (for injector tube, 

9 = 0.1009). Because of these factors the velocity profiles ror all 

heights were averaged for.each Reynolds number. This involved averaging 

the measured voltage drops and reading the corresponding velocities rrom 

an enlarged calibration curve. 'Experimentally determined velocity 
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profiles are shown in Figure 14 for the three mass velocities investi-

gated. 

Random velocity fluctuations occurring in the flow pattern were 

a cause of mild concern. Since the voltage drop across the anemometers 

was high in comparison to the total voltage drop in the hot-wire circuit, 

a variation of current occurred due to the changing resistance of the 

wires with fluctuation in air velocity. ~is wa·s observed on the 

potentiometer where the voltage drop across a standard resistance was 

measured. '!be change in potential across the standard resistance was 

small and generally did not reflect on the X-Y plotter where the po

tential across the hot wires was recorded. After same p'reiiminary op.er-

ating experience with the equipment, good average values of potentiai 

drop were easily obtaipable. The delicate nature of the hot-vir~ 

anemometer did not permit this instrument to maintain.its calibration 

for· more than two weeks of rigorous use. 

Accuracy ot the velocity data was checked Py. an integration of the 

point velocities over the entire cross-sectional area. B,y definition 

or, in terms of Q quantities, 

I 

The five point velocities determined for each flow rate were plotted 

2 against g and the resulting curve vas graphically integrated to determine 

the average velocity. Comparison of these averages with those eiven by 
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the rotameters resulted in deviations of 1.37, 3.27, and -5.31 per cent 

respectively for the three flov rates studied. .The increased deviation 
·' 

occurring with increased flow rate could be expected by observation of . . . 

the hot-wire anemometer calibration curve (Figure 8) where decreased 

sensitivity is shown at high velocities. 
·. 

Gas stream velocity ratio· 
·. 

On" important factor in the consideration of mixing in coaxial gas 
. ' . . 

streams concerns the relative velocity of the two streams. It was desired 
~ . ... . 

to admit the carbon dioxide stream at such a rate to maintain an ~-

disturbed velocity profile. Under empty tube conditions in the laminar 

flov range the velocity profile will be parabolic in nature according to 

the relation 
. 2 

u = 2V [1 - (r/r ) ] 
. 0 

The laminar velocity profile for flov in an annulus is given by 

2V 
u c ----~4--~---~--

(1-K ) _ (1-~ ) 

1-~ ln l/K 
.l ... -·~ 

where K i~,:·the small tube to large tube radius ratio. At the end of the 

injector tip the flov pattern. will be somewhere between that of an empty 

tube and that of flow in an· annulus. Theoretical.- considerations would· 

predict a carbon dioxide velocity which·is twice the average air velocity .. . . . . . 

for empty tube conditions in the laminar range and a velocity which is· 

1.56 times the average air velocity for flow in an annulus. 
~ .! 

The effect of carbon dioxide to air velocity ratios on the center 

concentration was determined for heights of 4.75, 10, 20, and 30 inches 
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at a Reynolds number of 1500. 'lbe results' are shown graphically in 

Figure 15. It is observed that at all heights the center concentration, 

C
0
/CA' reaches a minimum which occurs at a velocity ratio of approxi

mately 1.9 for heights from 10 to 30 inches. This velocity ratio was 

used in the NRE = 1,500 series where the smallest section height vas 

10 inches. At higher flow rates, ~ = 51 000 and NRE = 10,0001 the 

heights above the injector tube were great enough to 'permit empty tube 

velocity distributions to re-e~tablish; therefore, the carbon dioxide 

vas released at a rate corresponding to the center-line velocity in 

empty tubes. 

Theoretical Considerations 

A theoretichl analysis of the data is considered as a second point 

in the discussion of results. · '!be opportunity is taken to compare 

theoretical predictions with observed results. 

Concentration data 

Two pertinent features can be noticed in the concentration profiles 

shown in Figure 13. It will be observed the concentratio~ distributions 

for the.three heights at each flow rate cross at a value of approxi-

mately l. 0 on the ordinate and a value of .. 64 on the abscissa. 'lbese • 
phenomena can be explained by r~sorting to the mathematical techniques 

of the Bessel solution. Equation 49 can be written in the form· 

The concentration distribution across the duct radius will vary from a 
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value of C/CM greater than one to a value of c/cM less than one. Hovever; 

c 
- l 

~ 

only whe~ ~J0(~r)~ becomes zero. The first root for vhich J0(~r) 
is zero occurs at a value of 

~r = 2.4o48 

from vhich 

r = 2. 4o48 

~ 
2.4o48 

"' 1.904 = 1.263 iriches 

and 

1.263 9 ... 0::: .627 2.013 

which compares reasonably vell.vith the experimental results. The slight 

departure betveen the predicted and :tJ:le _ experimental values can be attri

buted to the asswnptioris of constant velocity and_dif:fusivity vhich are 

not strictly true. 

For the semi-numerical method, C/CM = 1 + ~~(9)~ for ~ich 

R1 ( 9) = 0 at the cross-over p~int. .(>. 9 vt;llue ~ven more a~eeable w-1. th 

the experimental value would necessarily ~e obtaineG. by this method 

·since it involves fewer assumptions than the l:3"!ss.el te<:?hnique. 

Bessel plots 

Tnc data of this work were. fitted to Equation ~ using a least 

squares method to. establish the be'st linP.ar .. relationship existing· bet'N"een. 

c/cA and J0(~r). Values of diffusivity and Peclet number calculated in 

this manner wer.e then limited to the ac~uracy of this procedure. A 
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graphical representation ·of Equation 49 is shown in Figure 16 where 

C/CA is plotted again.st J0(~ r). It is evident that such plots do not 

form straight lines but exhibit definite degrees of curvature.. Again 

these phenomena . are resul1B of the various assumptions involved, namel:,• 1 

constant d.iffusi vi ty and plug-like velocity flow. The curves are shown 

to become more linear with increasing Reynolds number indicating appli-

cability of this calculation method to conditions of turbulent flow. In 

fact, under highly turbulent isotropic conditions, the Bessel equat.lun 

would be a rigorous description of the diffusion process. Unfortunately, 

practical application of this equation is luaited. 

As a point of interest Figure 17 has been drawn to illustrate the 

variation of the J (~ r) function with radial position. The p values o n 

were calculated from the roots of Equation 20, i.e., J1 (~ r ) = 0 where no 

r 
0 

is the radius of the diffusion c.olumn. Pbr ~ ~ 0, J (~ r) = l for 
0 0 . 

all values of r and for this reason is not shown. Each ~ function 
• 

originates at r ~ o, Jo(~r) = 1 and oscillates about the value Jo(~r) = 0 

with steadily decreasing amplitude approaching zero as a final limit.· 

The ampli tudt;:s of the plots (for correspond:tng cycles) 'are identical and 

vary :i.n period only. Ascending in order of ~ s:irri.ply decreases the period 

in an inverse ratio, to the ~ values. 

Variation of diffusivity.with radial position 

The variation of' total diffucivity with rt:~.UJ.~ positiou as ca.lcu.lated 

by the ·semi-numerical method. is shown graphically in Figure 18. In addi-

tion to significant radial.variation, the dif'fusivity-is seen to vary 

somewhat.vlth height and decreases in maghitude·as the wall is approached, 
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finally reaching the value of the molecular dittuaivity as a limit. 

Shapes of the. E versua ~ curves of Figure 18 can be explained by theories 

postulated by von Karman, Prandtl1 and Deissler which vill be briefly 
', 

reviewed at this point. One should bear in mind that these theories are 

design~ to predict eddy manentum transfer and not eddy mass transfer. 

Application of these theories to mass diffusion is permissible only 1t 

mass and momentum are transfered by identical mechanisms. Some ~ogies 

. do .. exist between these processes although not to the degree 'once believed. 
I 

When manentum ia transferred in a fluid flowing through a pipe, two 

types of shear stress. can occur. The shear stress produced by the 

~olecular viscosity of the fluid ia given by 1" ,Sc -= ~ du/~ and ~he 

turbulent shear stress is g1 ven by r tgc • p £ du/ dy so that the expression 

for total shear can be wr1 tten &8 

-r g • ~ du/ a.y + p e du/ dy c (96) 

where £ is the eddy momentum diftusivity. ·At a distance y fran a vall 

von Karman has postulated that the shear st;r-ess produced by a tlowing 

fluid can be ··_expressed by 

(97) 

where K is a constant· of proportionality~ Neglecting the vis.cous shear 
I 

stress, a combination .ot Equations 96 and 97 ~ro~uces 

(98) 
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'!his equation is valid· and can be used to describe transport phenomena · 

except at regions near the wall where viscosity effects became important. 

According to the Prandtl mixing length theory, eddy diffusivity is 

proportional to a deviating velocity, v', and a mixture length, 1. Now 

if it can be assumed that these two quanti ties are in turn proportional 

to u and y respectively, then 

2 e c n u y (99) 

2 where n is a proportionality constant. Experimental measurements have 

shown that this equation does riot give an accurate prediction of eddy 

diffusivity for distances very near the wall. Near the wall, the observed 

decrease is greater than that predicted by Equation 99. A consideration 

of this feature has been made in a recent analysis of transport phenomena 

by Deissler (8). 

Deissler (8) in his analysis has assumed that the factors upon which 

the eddy momentum diffusivity depends can be expressed by 

'2 ' 2 ' ' 
E.= f (u, y, JJ./p, du/d:y, d u/dy ••••• ) (100) 

·> 

Equation 98 could also be obtained from a di.mensio!'lal analysis of the 

:functional relation shown by Equation 100 if effects of u .• y, and It/ p 

are ass~ed negligiole. However, i~ regions of low turbulence (near the 

wall), the effects of kinematic viscosity cannot be neglected since 

viscous e:ffects become appreciable in relation to the inertia effects,~d 

the functional relationship assumed is 

£ = f (u, y, ~/p) '(101) 
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'nle derivatives are here neglected since in nearly laminar flow du/ ey 
'2 

approaches u/y which is alre~ included in the relation, and d u/ a.y2 

approaches zero. From a dimensional analysis of Equation 101. and other 

considerations,Deiaaler has presented the following form for the eddy 

momentum diffusivity: 

(lee) 

. :;:> 

'1\le term, 1 - e-n-uyp/'ri, is a correr.tion factor used to acco\ifit forth~ 

exponential decrease in eddy diffusivity near the wall. For conditions 

of highly turbulent flow1 Equation 98 holds while Equation 102 is appli-

cable to low level.s of turbulence. 

These· equations can be used to qualitatively predict the variation 

of E vi th radial position it momentum and mass transfer processes are 

assumed to occur by similar mechanisms. Application of Equations 98 

and 102 to Figure 18 can now be illustrated. . Consider first the curves 

drawn for Reynolds numbers of 1,500 and 51 000 where relatively low levels 

of turbulence are present and Equation lee ·~an be used to describe the 

process. At the tube center, the ditfuaivity will be a maximUm since 

u and y are large and the negative exponential term is unimportant at 

th~s point. With further increase in radial position (decreasing in y) 

the exponential term increases (approaching one as a limit) and the 

eddy diffusivity drops toward zeru. In Figure 18 wlau·e toi.·.Rl d.it~ 

fusivitiea are used, the limiting value at the vall is that given by the 

mo.le<;:ula.r contribution, Dv. 

If mass and momentum diffusi vi ties are for the moment assumed 

equal, Equation 98 can be used to account for the variation of E shown 
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in the NRE = 101 000 curves. In the area a~ut the tube center· (du/dy)3 

. 2 2 2 . 
increases faster than ( d u/ d:;{ ) for increasing values of (i) (decreasing y) 

so that E increases ste&dily. As the tube wall is approached, the flow 

becomes less turbulent and so,. the mass transfer process becomes influ-

enced by the relationship shown in Equation 102. A point :i.s finally 

reached at the app:-oximate mid-radius vhen the effects of Equations 98 . 

and 102 counterbalance each other and a peak in the radial distribution . -

of diffusivity occurs.. Beyond the mid-radius the phenomena become 

controlled by Equation 102 where an exponential decrease is .observed 

with further increase in radial position. 

Peclet number curves 

A dimensionless quantity known as the Peclet number frequently 

arises in mass transfer studies. 'lhis group. gives a measure of the ratio 

of eddy momentum difi"ut>ivity to edey mass diffusivity and is defined 

mathematically by 

where Dt is the tube diameter. According to Prandtl's mixing length 

thc!cry, diffusivity is prop0rtional to the prodact of scale anci intensity, 

i.e., 

E cC. lv' 

«here l is the mixture length (scale of turbulence) and v' is the ~evi-

ating _velocity (intensit:)i of turbulence). If 1 and v' ~re in turn 

proportional to Dt anc u respectively, E «ill also be proportional to 

these quantities and 



• constant (103) 

where K is a constant of proportionality. This statement. says in effect 

that if Dt and u correctly measure the scale and intensity of turbulence 

the ratio of eddy momentum to eddy mass diffusivity will be constant. 

This assumption has a rough theoretical basis and ·can be tested by 

comparing the average Peclet number with Reynolds number. Experimentally, 

however, the assumption is found to be valid under certain turbulent 

conditions only as will be shown in a later discussion. 

Figure 19 displays the variation of point values of mass transfer 

Peclet number with radial position. The variation shown can be explained 

by a simple analysis of the velocity distribution also keepinS in mind 

arguments given in the discussion of the diffusivity variation. The 

increase in Peclet number with radial position is due to the fact that 

the turbulent diffusivity is decreasing at u faster rate than the ·velocity 

until GO!lJ~ peak value iz obtained where these two effects are equal. With 

a further increase in radial position the velocity rapicUy ralls off toward 

zero while the total diffusi vity approaches the molecular diffusi vi ty. 

T"ne maximum Feclet points resultinG frorr. this phenomenuncould not be 
i 

d~tected experimentally aa they occurred very near the tube wall. For 

this rca~on, the maximums a~e represented by dotted lines on the plots. 

A striking cori1parison of Peclet. numbers between gaseous 'and liquid 

systemG is illustrated in Figure 20 as a function 'or flow·rate. ·nata for 

the liquid syuten w.ere obtained from a work by Seagrave ( 40). Calculations 
. . . . 

in this work and that of Seagrave's were made using the mathematical 
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technique developed by Fahien and Slnith {12) so that Peclet numbers shmn:l 

in Figure 20 then were calculated in an ident1o8l. manner using averae;e 

val.ues ot velocity ~ th.e ar1 tbmetic aver~ at the point values ot 

d.i.ffuai vi ty. A constant and equal value ot Peclet. number is approached 

in. bOth systems· :as the Re.YJlO!ds number increases into the turbulent. 

range in acoordance v;tth the predictions ot the mixing length theory, 

Equation 103. 1\le near equal.i ty of Peclet numbers at this flov rat&· 

is DOt accidental but has theoretical basis. At high flow rates the shear 

stre.:o.o in a moving fluid is due prima.r1ly to the eddy momentum transt'er 

procesE and can be expressed as 

., V 2 t pV 
~e- .. 

y Dt 

Here 'f 
0 

· Bnd. t p aro ~ss\.mied ·constant over the' tube cross section for. 

illustrative purp(>.ses. Also f'roin. empirical· measurements:, 

~binin(l; 

/ 



If as the mixing ltmgth theory poatulates, ~k~Dentla trana:ter occur• by 

the same ·mechanism as mass trane:ter 1 then the mae• transter Peclet number 

should be the same as the momentua tra.lllder Peclet number. Furthermore, 

the Peclet number will vary aa the friction factor varies according to 

the relation above. At hisil values of Reynolds number• (~ • 10, 000), 

the friction :tactor versus Reynol.da n\IDll)er curve becomes :tlat ao the 

aaymptotic .limit awroached by the Pec.let nUIDbera in Figure 20 i1 Gll8Y8red 

aatistactor1.l.7. This reuoning explains why the Pec.let numben tor the 

two eystema reach a cODStaut value aDd also vby they are nearly equal. 

1!11• 1e due to the tact that under hishly turbulellt con.ditiona, the edd¥ 

transport propertiee are IIIOt t'UDctiOilJI ot ~eicel. properties ot the 

t.lu14 u viscoei ty aDd denei ty u · ie evident :tl"CCIl :triction :tactor plots 

which correlate JD81JiY type• ot fluids to a single curve. 'Ble experimental 

values ot ~ at Kg • 10,000 are very nearly equal Yith the discrepancy 

probably due to experimental error. Seagrave iD his work used a tiZDO()th 

brua pipe (4-iDch d1-..ter) ~· pl.vanisecliron wu used in this 
~ .. . . 

work so that d11't'ereDCea iD pipe rouatmes• vould then account ':tor some 

ot the variation. Baaed on a meBD average, the deviation between the 

J;lecl.et uumber value• at ~ • 101 000 for the two systems is ll per cent 

, which is about the same degree ot certainty available on friction :tactor 

curves. As the Reyaolds number decreases, the Peclet numbers :tor the 

liquid system rise while those tor the gas system drop. This is because 

molecular efi'ects are becanin& important and physical properties of the 

fluid are beginning to haVe their inf'lUe~C~ e. 'AJ-80 1 JOOlecuJ.ar dif'f'usi vi tieS 

for gases are much higher than those for liquids so that at very lov rates 
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ot fiov Pec.let number~ in gas system. v1U al~s be lover than those in 

liquid systems. 

An average of the calculated B values at· ~ • 1 1 500 vas u:Jed to 

determine the Pec.let number at this :tlov rate. It will be shown in the 

section "Special. Conaiderationa" that these values are somewhat hish; 

however, they were uaed since they do give a qualitative illustration 

of the ~ variation tor gaaeoua aystema. Seagrave also experienced 

abDOrmal.ly hi~ E's at Kg • 11 500 which resulted in a correspondingly 

loW Tal.ue ~ ~· Since thia value ~ ~ vas not consistent vi th his 

other meuurementa 8Dd ia DOt repreaeatative c4 the ~ variaticm in 

liquid &y8"-a 1 1 t baa· been ezc.l\ided h'all Pigure 20e 

. Poai tion Pec.let number curve•. 

Point 'f'Bl.uea ot· IIIOIDell'tla diftuaivity and maaa d1.tt\:181rlty can·:·be 

evaluated by c!et1ning a modit1e4 poai tion Pec.let number u 

where ·Y ia the dist&llce fl"CIIl the vall 811d is taken as a measure of the 

scale of turbulence. In the previous definition ot Peclet.numbe~, the 

tube diemeter was uaed u a ~... ut .:th- size ot . e¥-iea (scale of 

turbulence). 'Ibis approxi.m&tioD. ia ~nabl.y justified at distance• 

removed :tr<B the vall; hovever, at distance• very near ~e vall the scale 

would be expected to depend not so much on, the tube size but more on the 

-
actual distance :tran. th~ vall boundary •. AJJ before~ the intensity of 

turbulence il assumed proportional to the velocity. Since y • r - r, 
0 

the relationship between the peaition Pec.let number and the conventional 

Pec.let number can be vr1 tten 
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Rpz, • l/2 ~B (l - 9) 

~e variati~n of ~, with 8 is illustrated in Figure 21. If ~ is a 

constant with respect to e, then RP.E, should decrease linearly with e. 

Such a linear relationship is observed on curves drawn for ~ • 51 000 

and ~ = 10,000 at high values of e. A similar but somewhat less 

noticeable ef'fect is present in the ~ .. 1:1 500 series. 'lhis phenamenum 

is not to be taken as a validation of the initial assumptions since it 

has been shown that NFE is not a constant with Q; therefore, the linear 

decrease observed iG not a consequence of this premise. 

If in the defining equation for ~, y and u correctly measur~ the 

scale and intensity of turbulence 1 ~, would be expected to be constant 

except at regions removed from· the wal1 vhere the size of eddies are not 

controlled by the distance frcim the va.ll.. As evident from Figure 21, .no 

such relationship exists suggesting either that y, u, or both y and u 

are not · correct measures of t.lte scale and intensity or perhaps the 

omission of important termn. A consideration of th~ velocity gradients, 

2 2 
du/ dy and d u/ dy , as propoc;ed by von Karman, is seen to provide a more 

realistic description of the turbulent mechanisms for the central .portion 

of a tube. At· regions verJ near the vall, the molecular viscosity and. 

density become important as sh~Jn by Deissler. This accounts for the fact 

that NFE' is not constant in this region either. 

A modified position' Reynold.s number can be defined in a manner similar 

to the modified position Peclet number. '!hie; number gives n measure of 

point flow conditions (i.e. the ratio of poin~ c~~y momentum _diffusivity 

to m.olecula.l' diffusi vi ty) . and is defined by 



' 

NRE, . ~ • 112 lftE (1 - 9) 

'nle variation of NPE' with ~, is shown in Figure 22. In order to 

explain the curves drawn, it will be necessary to consider Deissler's 

equation ~or eddy momentum diffusiv1ty at regions near the vall, i.e., 

A series eA~ansion of the exponential terms takes ~1e form 

For ver-J small. values of u and y 1 

. 2 I 2 I e-n uyp ~ ::: 1 n UYP/IJ 

so that 

4 2 2 I e-nuyp~ (104) 

' Rearranging leads to 

or 

This equation 'predict• that ~, v11.1" Vary inversely vi th ~;. at regions 

near the tube vall or for conditions of low flov rate vhere molecular 

etfects are important. Such a region corresponds to low values of ~, 
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in Figure 22 where it is noticed that no inverse relationship is observa-

ble. . 'Ibis is probably because eddy effects are still signif'icant even in 

this so-called laminar region and this ~henomenumoccurs so near the tube 

wall that it evades experimental detection. 

At larger distances from the wall, the exponential term in Deissler's 

equation becomes unimportant and so. 

N_ ' 
1 t t -~E' • - 2 = cons an 
n 

Such a region of constartt pos1t1oh·Peclet number 1~:; shuvn ln Lhe l\m"" 
5,000 curve to a moderate degree while a more sharply definable region is 

evident in the NRE = 10,~ plot. 

At still larger .distances, turbulence depends upon the velocity 

gradients as given by Equation 98 and ~, will behave according to 

r(2{du)3 
dy 

2 I 2 For NRE = 1,500, d u dy is a constant while y and du/ dy are linear 

functions of Q as can be observed from the parabolic flow equation so 

that ~E, will vary as yu/ { du/ dy )'. It will be noticeO. that y and u 
. . ~ 

increase with ~, while (du/d.y}"' decreases with ~F.,.· 'l'he resulting 

increase of ~E' wi tli ~, . is evident. At Reynolds· nambers of 51 000 and 

10,0001 { du/dy) 3 ·increases faster than { iu/d::/)2 for increasing values 

of Q (decr.easing values of NRE,) so NPE, decreases expone~tially with 

~~· 
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It has been mentioned that the increase in eddy diffusivity as 

prophesied oy Deissler's equation (Equation 102) for increasing y 

(decreasing Q) was detected in this work., to some extent., for all flow 

conditions studied. ~1e von Karman expression (Equation 98) for distances 

away frol"!l the wall, qualitatively predicts the observed· increase in eddy 

diffusivity with i in the NRE • 101 000 runs. However, this equation also 
2 2 . 

states that t = 0 at the tube center where du/dy • 0 and d ujdy , 0. 

This is not possible since 

lim (~ + pe ) 
Q-0 

7: Qg 
l . 0 c 
~m du 

g-o dy 

If n.p;>l2.ed at tni~ other ·boundary 1 the tube w8l..l 1 the von Karman equation 

a.Lso fails since it predicts that e ~ 0 at this boundary. 'nle incon-

sist~nciefi just pointed out c~n be reconciled by a combination of the 

von Karman and Deissler equationn written as 

(i05) 

T:1c fir:>t term C0!1tainine the velocity G.erivatives may be regarded as a 

II gradient generated. tU::"bUlCnCC 11 •,.(nile the SeCOnd term may be thOUght Of 

as a. "tube cscm:rated tu.:::-bulence" ~ 'lhe exponential term becomes important 

at di~tances very clo.se to the ....,.all and drops out as the tube center is 
. . . . 

approa.ch·=d. T.'1is .. equation gives the proper fonn for diffusi vi ty at all 

points and. permits NPE' (momenh.un).to var:ywith Q and~, in a manner 

connistent 'w"ith the data of thi:.; work (Figures,21 and 22). 
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Eddy viscosity 

Since great mention hab been made ot the fact that the eddy momentum 

difi'usivlty (al.so eddy viscosity) behaves in a manner s1mila.r to eddy mass 

di.fi'usivity, it wi.l.1. be vorth vhi.le to investigate this point f'urther. 

For turbulent f1ow 

(lo6) 

and the empirical correlation for !ihear stress in round pipes has the form 

.. rl-p 
..7'0 2g .(lCJT) 

c 

where f is a dimensionless friction factor. An expression for eddy . 

manentum d.1.ff'u.si vi ty can be obtained by solving Equation lo6 tor ·e.. 1 

or in terms of du/dQ 

r 
~ogc r-

e - _______ o~-----
du 

p<!Y 

du 
~dy 

du 
'foSc r + -~ CiQ 

£c du 
-p

ilQ 

(ld3) 

(lC~) 

Equation 10) was used to calculate values of edey viscosity 1 pl! 1 which 

are shown as a function of radial position in Figure 23. ~ viscosity 

is shown to b~ nearly constant over the central portion of the tube and 

decreases toward zero as the wall is approached. 'lbis distribution can 

be predicted by observation of Equation 10). ~e term ~du/ dQ in the 
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numerator of Equation 109 is very small and neeQ not be considered for 

small values of Q. Since du/dQ is proportional to r at distances near 

the tub-e center, the ed~· viscosity· will be constant in this region. 

At higher values of Q (forNRE = 5,000), however, lldu/dQ becomes signifi

cant since du/d9 increases rapidly in a negative direction so that a 

decrease in eddy viscosity is noted vi th further increase in Q. A 

similar effect is present in the ~ • 101 000 curve, the .difference .being 

that the lldu/ dQ term is negligible through most of the tube radius. The 

eddy viscosity profiles are then very siinilar to ·the reciprocal of du/ d9. 

An analogy betveen the transfer of momentUL1 and the transfer of mass 

can be made by a comparison of Figures 23 and 18. Curves for the two 

sets of data bear a reasonable q~itative relationship so that on this 

basis, momentum transfer can be described as being analogous to mass 

transfer. Actually this relationship would probably be better defined 

if the eddy viscosity could be determined more accurately. This point 

wtll be made clear by c0nsidering the method used f~r calculating eddy 

v1.scosities. The shear stress at the· tube vall, :r , was evaluated from 
0 . 

Equation lCJ7 using friction factor correlations ,given by Perry (34 p.383). 

Since data points for the velocity distribution at ;>oints ver:· nee..!" the 

tube wall were not available, a severe extrapolation of· the velocity 

derivatives vas necessary at this point. To aid in tnis extrapolation 

and to maintaJ,.n consistant boundary limits
1 

use of Equations lo6 and 107 

vas made. The shear stress at the vail vas evaluated from Equation 107 

and. substituted into Equation lo6 to :::aJ..cula.te du/ dy at Q "' l also 

noting that E = 0 at this point. Values of velocity derivatives. at 
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other radial positions were determined from experimental data. These 

derivatiYes were calculated graphically from an enlarged duplicate-of 

Figure 14, plotted against ·e, and fitted v1·th a smooth ·curve. This 

procedure was used since the calculation given by Equation 109 is very 

sensitive to du/de. 

Sc~~dt number curves 

A measure of' the ratio of the eddy momentum transfer rate to the 

eddy mass transfer rate can be illustrated by a dimensionless group known 

as the turbulent Schmidt number. Mathematically it is defined by 

This ratio is quite important in developing analogies between momentum 

and mass transport processes. Deissler in his analysis. of' transport 

relationships assumed the Schmidt group was u~tty due to lack of experi

mental data. Sclunidt numbers for Hm: ., 5, 000 and l'k = 101 000 are shown 

in Figure 24 as a function of Q. Total effective diffUsivities were 

used in calculating values of the Schmidt group. This procedure was 

thought to be reasonable since the molec~ar contribution was very small. 

The single curve drawn for ·each f'lov rate vas obtained by using an 

arithmetic average of E for corresponding radial positions at each of 

the three heights. '!be departure from unity is evident in the ~ • 
'(\ 

. . '\ 
10,000 curve while a remarkable relationship exists in the NRE = 5,0<(; 

curve. It is possible that the Schmidt number curves (Figure 24) and 

the Peclet number curves (Figure' 19) may be som~hat related since both 

groups may be a measure of the same ratio. This compirison provides a 
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measure of the validity of the scale and intensity parameters, D and u, 

of the Peclet number. The NRE u 51 000 curves for the two dimensionless 
( 

groups agree qual.itc.ti·.rely in that both groups ar~ nearly constant at 

low valuez of ~ a.11d exhibit a maximum at higher radial positions. A. 

similaritJ' exists for the NRE = 101 000 curves at points up to the mid

radius where a decreasin~ function is occurring. Beyond this point the 

analogy fails. However-1 if Equation 99 is valid under assuraed cortdi tions 

of turbulent flow, it ca:1 be combined with the defining. equation for the 

turbulent Schmidt ~oup to produce 

Thus, HSC would be expected to vary rl th Q in the same way that ~E' 

varies. The NSC versus Q curve at ~ = 101 000 bears a Gtrong r-esemblence 

to the N , versu~ Q curve as both are decreasing f\mctions with increasing 
PE . 

Q. n1is indicates that a reasonable measure of the scale and intensity 

is provided by the y and u parameters of the position Peclet number at 

this flow ratte. 

'.rhc dimensionless gro'..lps o:f NPE, and lise shov absolutely no Gim:l.la.:-i ty 

for the NRE = 51 000 curve. However, such a similarity cannot be expected 

since the assumptions involved do not apply. If the exponential term in 

Deissler~'s equation is imp-:>rta..'1t1 t..1.en Equation 99 cannot be used to 
i 

desc:ribe the process. Instead~ the defining eq-.J.ation for NSC must be 

combined \lith Equation 104 to produce 

4• 
n~, 
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The Schmidt group would be expected to be proportional to the product of 

NPE, and·~,. A study of Figures 21. and 22 contradicts this reasoning 

which leads to the conclusion that at ~ .. 5, 000, the product yu Q.oes 

not g1 ve an accurate measure of the turbulence generated. Since mass 

and momentum transport processes are a result of combined effe~ts, no 

single group of variables can be expected to g1 ve a complete correlation 

of the data. 

Special Considerations 

A final point considered in this discussion is a presentation of the 

various features displayed by the results due to the assumptions used, 

The modification and development of equations for the purpose of esti

mating longitudinal diffusion and relating diffusivity to position and 

flow rate are presented. 

Variation of diffusi vi ty with longitudinal position 

The variation E exhibits with height above the injector tube can be 

studi.ed by referri~g to the calcul~tiotc techniques used. In calculating 

E by tl1e semi-numerical method the constant multiplying factor, A., was 

evaluated from Equation 8). Values of E calculated by this method then 

represent an average E over the distance z = 0 to z = z. For example, 

an E value calculated at NRE = 5,000 at z = 50 inchec represents an 

average E between z - 0 and z =·50 ir.ches. Similarly at 70 inches, an 

average,be:t;ween z = 0 a~d z = 70 inches is calculated. Now, if diffusivit~· 

actually varies with i.1eightJ then, of course, diffe:.-ent E values will be 

calculate:~ in each case. Use of the alternate bormdary condition d.escri bed 

in the section "V'ATHEHATICAL TP.EATI!ENT" would serve to :uinimJ.ze this 
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effect. The same arguments can be used to exple.1n the variation of E 

with z as ~alculated by the Bessel solution. 

Another factor tha-t: nay be responsible for the variation of E 

with z may be due to effects of the injector tube which might cause 

a variation of u with z. This possibility is probably unimportant since 

the velocity data did not show ~r abnormal features due to the presence 

of the injector tub~ and the assumption that velo6ity is independent 

of height appears to be a reasonable one. 

Finally, the effect of time on diffusion and the effects of longi

tudinal diffusion to be discussed shortly may account for some of the 

variation of E with z. 

A plot of ln Z versus z provides a method by which the variation of 

E with z may be studied. If any of the preceeding arguments are vali.d1 

a linear relationship will not exist between these quantities. Referring 

to Figure 25, it is obvious that some variation does exist. The deviation 

from linearity is extremely small at NRE = 10,000 since a near perfec~ 

straight line can be fitted through all three data· points. A somewhat 

·noticeable -though negligible deviation is .shown by the ~ = 5, 000 data 

points ...,'hile a marked departure from linearity is illustrated by the 

NRE = 1,500 values. 

Longitudinal diffusion 

Diffusion in the direction of flow has been generally neglected in 

radial diffusion studies .hecause of the intrica<..:y it introduces in the 

mathematical treatment. '1\ro factors seer;; to justify th:..s assumption. 

First, a.Y.i&.l diffusion is ~hought ·to be srr..18.ll Jue to lad~ of st~eep axial 
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gradients and second, mixing due to the bulk movement of gas in the di-

rection of flow usually masks effects of axial diffusion. This is es-

,pecially true at high flow rates, but not necessari'ly so at lov rates of 

flow. A consideration of the mathematics involved will serve to illus-

trate this point. 

A careful scrutiny of the eigen·Value as defined by Equation 53 is in 

order. 'l'he constancy o:t' this value will 'be subject to justification of .the 

I various assumptions involved in the derivation of Equation 51; ~e~y that 

axial diffusion is negligible. Rewriting the basic diffusion eq,uation 

{Equation 9) in terms of 9 quant'i ties and rearranging 

0 (E 9 ~) = .l Q ~ (Cu - E ~) 
~ r 0'=' 0 OZr a oz (110) 

This equation maAes no assumption regarding the absence of axial diffusion; 

hence, it may be used to define what may be called a "true" eigen value, 

~· Again assume a solution ·of the form C = R(r) z(z), substitute into 

Equation 110, and separate the 

d (E g dR) 
uGR dQ ···r dij = -

variables to get 
2 

ro d Ii:a dZ 
A,l, = ~ ciz ( Z - u dZ) (ill) 

Nov if' Er is not a func"tion of· z and EaZ"/u can be assumed negligible,. the 

eigen value as defined by Equation lll will be identical to that as given 

by Equation 53. Furthermore, ·if the assumptions involved are valid then 

the ·eigen value will be a true const8.nt, i.e., ~will be independent of 

height. In this work values of'>-.. were calculated by assuming E Z"/u'1s a 

negligible and are tabulated in Table 5e of th~ appendix. Rearrangement 

of Equation 54 gives 

ln Z ~· -2 z 
r 

0 
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A curve of slope ""' - A/r~ results when ln Z is plotted versus z as shown 

in Figure 25 where it will be noted that the curve must pass through the 

point (0,0). Points at Reynolds numbers of 5,000 and 10,000 in addition 

to being equal, form a single curve of constant slope. · Since the eigen 

values are both equal and constant, the neglect of longitudinal diffusion 

at these flow rates appears justified. Inspection of the curve drawn for 

a Reynolds nwnber of 1 1 500 .reveals a curve of constantly changing slope, 

suggesting that axial diffusion becomes important at this flow rate and 

should not be neglected (or possibly that the time allowed for diff'usion 

is insufficient). These points will be-discussed again where further 

evidence of this phenome~is presented. It is possible to estimate the 

relative importance of longitudinal diffusion by a method to be described 

shortly. 

One obvious feature regarding the calculated values of diffusivity 

concerns the relative magnitude of E for the different flow rates used. 

Much higher values of diffusivity were calculated for the low flow rate 

(NRE = 1,500) which were entirely unexpected in view of p~esent theories 

on turbulence. ·~1e would expect greater turbulence at higher rates of flow 

and therefore a correspondingly higher value of E. Arithmetic averages of 

diffusivities calculated by both solutions to the diffusion equation are 

shown as a fu!1ction of Reynolds number in Figure 26. Tb.c expected linear 

relationship of E with V breaks off at a. Re:molds number of approximately 

5,000 and experiences a sharp increase. The apparent failure of this 

phenoraenunto hold can be a result of t' .. TO factors. Firs.t, it will be 

reme11bered that axial or longitudinal diffugion was neglected in the 

developn:ent of the semi-numerical solution. However, . rece:1: vork by 
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Tichacek, et al. (51) a~d McHeilr'J (3o) has indicated that this assumption 

is not valid; in fact, the axial contribution to diffusion ~ be many times 

that of radial diffusion at low rates of flow. A second factor considers 

the effect of time on rates of diffusion. Hanratty,et al. (16) havepostu-

lated that diffusion also depends on time, reaching a constant value for 

large diffusion times. Thus the diffusion times allowed in the NRE = 1, 500 

series where low section heights were required may not have been sufficient 

to establish a steady-state condition. This same type of discrepancy was 

reported in a similar work by Frandolig (14). 

The data of this study appear to be reasonably well correlated by 

both solutions to. the general diffusion equation except for the lowest. 

flow rate (NRE = 1 1 500) where the assumptions involved are not legitim$te. 

A;pparent failure of the mathematical techniques in the laminar· range is 

probably due to the omission o~ the axial term. It will be u~eful to esti-

mate the relative importance of longitudinal diffusion at this flow rate 

since flow in this region is of great concern in many types of industrial 

equipment. As mentioned previously, ·the consideration of an axial dif-

fusion term (Equation 9) greatl~/ l.!omplicates the mathematical analysis but 

as the data of this study indicate, this problem cannot always be negl.ecta:l. 

The scope of this work was ~uch that the critical range of Reynolds 

nUmbers at the highly laminar to the low end of the turbulent range could 

· be studied. T'n.i.l;l range makes it possible to determine the importance of 

axial diffusion at low rates and. justify its neglect at high rates of flow. 

Axial contributions to the diffusion process c~ be e~timated by solving 

Equation 111 for the case where longitudinal diffusion is not asswned equal 

to radial dif1'usion but where E ·and E are independent of r and z 1 a11d r a 
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u = v, as in the Bernard solution. A comparison of this solution to that 

of the serni.-m.u:aerical. method will give an insight to the importance of the 

axial tero. Using the assumptions stated, a comparison of the right h~~d 

members of Equations 53 and lll will show the following relationship~ exist. 

2 
ro d E dZ 

( ~-) ~::zz'dZ z-u dz (ll3) 

(114) 

Now if axial diffusion is negligible, E Z'/u = 0 and Equation 113 becomes a 

equivalent to Equation 114.· Equation ll3 can be used to estimate the 

axial diffusi vi ty once the Z functions are evaluated. It will be con-

venient at this point to write Equation ll3 as a logarithmic function 

of z. Since 

dZ Z d ln Z 
dz = dz 

it follows that 

r 

With these substitutions Equation ll3 beco~es 

2 [d ln Z _ Ea (~21n Z [d ln Z]2)] 
~ = r o dz u , 2 + dz 

a.z 
(115) 

Use of the ln z ter.~ is more Qesirable than the Z function since ln z 
versus z is more nearly linear thus enabling the derivatives to be 

determined more accurately. Solving Equ~tion 115 for E results in a 
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the :torm 

[~ + d !: z](u) 
.r . 

0 (ll6) 

J'or Reynol<W DUI!lber• ~ 5,000 and 10,000, 4 ln Z/d:& 1• conatant, 

2 Z/ 2 therefore, d 1n dz • 0 and ~ • ~· Bquation ll6_ v1ll then rechlce to 

[~ + d ln z]{u) 
r dz B • _·o;;_... _____ _ 

a 

Solving Equation ll2 ~or >.. and aubsti tutinc into Equation 117 g1 vea 
• 

E c 
a - 0 

{ll7) 

~is states that omission of the axial term at Reynolds numbers of 5, 000 

and 101 000 is permissible since longitudinal diffusion is .not impo~ant 

here. ~e constancy of the eigen value (Table 5e) is further prove that 

Equation ll4 is valid at these f~ov rates • 

. At a Reyno.lds number of' 1 1 )001 however, d .ln Z/ctz is not a constant 

as evident from Figure 25. For purposes of estimation suppose that the 

ln z curve for .NRE =.1,500 is straight in the interval from z: 10 

inches to z • 20 inches.· ~is assumption is reasonable in the smaLl 

interval chosen. The slope of the ctL~e in this range, as determined . 
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from experimental data, is given by d ln Z/dZ.. = -1.63 ft -l. Also, 

d
2
ln Z/dz

2 
will be zero in view of the assumption used. Using an average 

eigen vai.ue of o.o637 (Table 5e) and substituting values of the functional 

variables into Equation 116 result in 

.. r· 0637 - 1.63] (.7342) 
.16782 

E "' _...;...-'----_ ---.2...--- • 
a 0 + (1.63) 

2 .173 ft /sec 

Comparing this value to the average value of E as cB.l.culated by the semi-

numerical method·results in the expression 

0.173 
0.00421 = 41 

The radial diffusivity used above actually contains effects of longitudinal 

diffusion; therefore, this ratio should be regarded as a minimum. If 

Er at NRE = 1,500 obeys the relationship 

E =KV+D r v 

as given by Figure 26, then the· ratio of a.xial to radial diffusivity 

becomes 

"E 
· a 0.173 
E: = 0.00062 = 279 

r 

'rhe purpose of the calculations presented here is directed toward 

establishing the importance of the axial coefficient. l'-!cHenry and 

Wilhelm (30) reported in their studies of mass tr~~sfer in packed beds 

that the ruc:ial diffusion contribution was approximately sixfold that of 
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radial diffusion for Reynolds numbers between 100 and 4oo. The results 

obtained in this work appear to be consistant with their values inasmuch 

as entirely different experimental ancl calculation techniques were 

employed •. 

Al thou{j: the mathene.tical techniques applied. to turbulent transfer 

processes have improve<i in recent years, a B::eat d.e~ of vorl\: is still 

required in this area. Great pr6m1se is ar.ro.r-ded tlu·ough modern day 

developments iP the use of hi&~-speed computers. Use of these mac~ines 

is seen to pro·dde a ::nore basic technique for the rigorous treatment of 

heat, mass and momentUJ'!'l transfer data. 

Folium curves 

An interesting,picture on how diffusiVity varies with radial position 

can be obtained from Equation 51 where longitudinal diffusion has been 

neglected. Equation 51 can be written 

(118) 

Integrating and solving for E gives 

(119) 

It will now be shown that the above expre5sior; is equival-=!tl:.· lu Eq_uation 

89 and can be used to define ~~ average or characteristic value of E. 

DiffP.rentiation of C = CM + ~R1z1 with respect to z results in 

(120) 
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,2 
- >..z;r 

0 Since Z = e the preceding expression becomes 

"A.z./:r-2 

~ = ~ 1\ o( e dz 0) .~ ~ 11. ~ (- ).,2) ( 121) 

Substituti0!1 of Equation 121 into Equation 119 gives 

E = -

At sufficiently short distances 

also 

and 

. r 
() 

c - c c c 
~c {\ ( k+i k) ( ~+L - ~ 

9 '()e '=' ~k 00 = Q'k h ) 

Substitution of Equations 123, 124, and 125 into 122 results in 
I 

Thus_, Equations 120 al\d 119 can b~ written 

113 

(122) 

(123) 

(125) 

(126) 



where 

and 

E 
v 

e 

J 
y, kP C -c_ 

1 ( 2 r. o-...)-::..r. ""'2 ~ _k ( k · r-i) 
V 0 r o u., dz o"' r.u ~ V C A 

= = ----~----~~--- - ~2 l r.oc c -c x , d9 9 ( k k+l) 
k CA 

k pk c - c 
y = E --. ( k . M) 

0 V CA 

(127) 

A plot of the SUJilll".S.tion term in the numerator against the denominator 

will produce a curve sue~ as the one shown in Fi~~e 27 where the experi-

mental points are seen to produce geometrically similar loop~. Tne slope 

of a line drawn from the origin to any point on a loop will obey the 

:telatium;hl~ 

s.tope =r~ E 
x ").JJ.2V 

Values of increasing e in Figure 27 follow the locps in a clockwise 

fashion, originating and finally ending at the origin. 

Equo.tion 127 Ctin ~so be written in terms of Bessel. :f:mctions. Re-

membering that Pk = uQ and Ck -. CM,; ~J0(f\r)z1 , the followix~g alterations 

can be made. 
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e 
>J!V fo y! -'l_Jo(~r)~ d8 

(129) 

- e (~) h 

The Bessel solution assumed the velocity to be everywhere constant so 

that u/V "" 1. Use ot this equal.i ty topther v1 th the relation. 

and 

reduces Equation l29 to 

"(130) 

where ~ is the dit:fusi vi ty as calculated by the ~ constant ot the Bessel 

method. - Solving Equations 128 and 130 :for ~ produces 

(131) 

The diffusivi ty given by the left-hand equality can be any value of E, 

that is, E may or may not be equal to EB or EC, a quantity that will be 

defined next. 

A characteristic di:ffusivity, EC, can be defined as that value of E 
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determined by the slope of a line drawn traa the origin througb the 

ma:r1mnn y point ot the loop•. 1hi• maximum 1• d.etemine~ by the seme 

straight line on the curve• drawn tor Reynol.4a numbers of 1,500 and 

· 5,000. Furthermore, the slope ot thia line is dictated by the slope a 

line would have using the Bessel anal.osr. ~t is, the dif1'uaivity 

detined by Equation 130 ia the same aa the characteristic K for Reyuol.ds 

numbers of 1,500 and 5,000. nus fact becomes obvious by sOlving Bquation 

131 tor (y/x) 

In thia work h ... 0 • .125 and ~r0 • 3.83 ao that 1.t B ; Be • ~ as aea'lD!IedJ 
- ' 

A line ot al_ope equal to 4.36 ia shown on the curves of :rigure 27. nus 

line nearly passes through the m&.Y1mm ordinate of the ·foliums for Reynolds , 

mabers of 1, 500 and 5, 000 so that ~ not ODly equal• B in general but 

more apecitically ~ • Be. _Also 1 from Jllluation .128 

2 . . . 
since (y/x)

9 
and h for ~ • 1,500 and ~ -= 5,000 are identical. 1be 

c 
aub8cript 8C denotes the radial position at which the line of said slope 

passe• through the ma.xinnn point on the :folium to det'ine Ec· 'nlis 

relationship between the ~ • 1 1 500 and~ • 51 000 rates is astonishing 

when it v1ll be remembered that a parallelism also exists between the 
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~ • 51 000 and~ • 10,000 e"isen values as shown by the ln Z versus z 

curves (Figure 25). Since these eisen values are nearly the same, the 

following expression must be true. 

(vEl)NRE = 5,000 = (vEl)NR! = lo,ooo 
X X 

The characteristic diffuoivity h~o been defined by 

vhere it has been ahown that y~x is the same for all z at constant 

V. Hence >.... can be modified by defining a nev eigen value 

Substitution of >.. as given by +Jlis relationship in the diffusion equation 

after the variables are separated permits a dimensionless diffusivity to 

be written as. 

,, "' !.. 
.o . E. 

c 

Use of this parameter in future work will allow the mass transfer 

diffusion coefficients to be normalized in much the same way as are the 

u/V, r/r
0

, and c/cA quantities • 

. i'be value qf . 9 at which tqe maxi mum in the foli wn. cuzyes occurs can 

be obtained by equating the der~~tive of Bquati~n 127 to zero, i.e., 

2 ~ 
(~o .ue di) d9 
--~-------- D 0 
o ~"'"c oc 
·~ +~ 08 
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For non-zero valuea ot e, this expression· ·can be zero only when ?YJ/oz • o. 

Again the aignitiC&DCe ~ the concentration curves (Figure 13) becc:m~es 

apparent because the value of r&dial position at which ?YJ/'Oz m 0 must be 

that i value at vhich the concentration profiles tor difterent heights 

cross. 

. :· 
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'.Ihe major conclusions of this investigation are tabulated as follows: 

1. Accurate means of •tudying turbulence, from an' experimental 

point of view, must' co~sider time-weighed or statistical measurements 

of the required variables. '!be randomness a.Ssociated wi. th turbulent 

diffusion makes such a procedure necessary. 

2. To date 1 a cOOJpletely rigorous theorcticcU.. and mathematical . 

approach to the study of turbUlence has not been conceived. This is due 

primarily to uncertainties in the nature of the turbulent exchange process 

and difficulties in solving the rigorous differential equation. Use of 

high-speed cauputers in this area will enable a more rigorous treatment 

to be applied. 

3. Eddy diffusion is an important mechanism to the mass transfer 

process even in the pseudo-laminar region where the molecular contribution 

would be expected to provide the primary means of mixing. 

4. '!be application of· both mathematical techniques used in this 

investigation vas found to give satisfactory explanations of many 

features exhibited by the data and the resultso Hovever, both methods 

proved inapplicable when applied to the laminar flow range because of' 

failure to consider axial diffusion. 

5. Total dift'u.d vi tie a · vary in magnitude w:l. th hoth radial and 

longitudinal position.· 

6. Average Peclet numbers for gas and liquid sy~tems increase and 

decrease respectively, with increasing Reynol~ nwnbers and a?proach 

the same limiting value at high flow rates.\. 
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7. Mass and momentum transfer, in 'this study, have been shown to be 

analogous in nature from a qualitative viewpoint by the similarity of the 
' . 

ed~· diffusivity and eddy viscosity curves. 
• t 

8. The turbulent Schmidt and position Peclet groups for ~· = 101 000 

bear a strong resemblence in their ~ation vith 9 indicating that the 

y and u parameters of NPE, proVide a reasonable measure of the scale and 

intensity parameters~ At lover flow rates {~ ... 5,000) the scale and 

intensity are better measured by D and u since the Peclet number distri-

bution and Schmidt group show better agreement here • 

. 9. Average values of total effective diffus1v1ties in gas streams 

increase_linearly vith flow rate at Reynolds numbers greater than 5,000. 

Below this· rate, the omission of the axial diffusion term causes an 

unexpected increase in diffusi vi ty. 

10. The contribution that axial diffusion affords the mass transfer 

process greatly exceeds that of radial diffusion·for the laminar r~e 

of flow. The ratio of ·axial to radial diffusi vi ty of greater than 4o 

was obtained in this work at a Reynolds number of 1, 500. 

11. Use o:f the characteristic diffusi vi ty def'ined in this paper 

is :proposed as a method of normalizing mass transfe~~ diffusivities. 
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A 

c 

E a 

E 
r 

G 

h 

H 

HWA-IR 

k 

2 Constant in series solution;·area, ft 

Concentration, volume per cent carbon dioxide in air 

Measured average effluent concentration 

Concentration of pure carbon dioxide-in injector tube 

Concentration at point k 

Concentration at tube center 

Total differential operator 

Molecular diffUsivity1 sq ft/sec 

Tube diameter, in or ft 

Total effective diffusivity, E = (Dv + ET), sq ft/sec; thermal 

conductivity cell e.m.f., mv 

Axial eddy dltfusivity, sqit/sec 

Radial eddy diff'usi vi ty 1 • sq ft/ sec 

Turbulent or eddy diffusivity, sq ft/sec 

Friction factor, dimensionless 

Conversion f'acto:r- 1 32.17 lbm ft/lbf sec2 

Masn velocity, lbs/nr/sq ft 

Interval si~e in semi-numerical solution 

Weight function in semi-m.lillerical sol~Ation ( H = EQ), sq ft/ sec 

Voltage drop across hot-wire anemom~te:!', volts 

Zero-order Bessel function of the first kind 

First-order Bessel function of the first kind 

Number of radial increment in semi-numerical solution 
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n Index of summation; slope of log C versus log E plot for 

thermal conductivity cell calibration curve 

N Total number of intervals in semi-numerical solution, 

reciprocal of h 

NA Rate of diffusion of component A, lbs/secf.sq ft 

~ Pecl.et number, ( Dt u/E), dimensionless 

~, Modified position Peclet number, 1/2 NFE (1 - 9), dimensionless 

NRE Reynolds number, DtVp/~, dimensionless 

NRE, Modified position Reynolds number, 1/2 ~ (1 - 9), 

. dimensionless· 

NSC Turbulent Schmidt number, ( £/E), dimensionless 

P ·Weight function in numerical solution, (P = u9), ft/sec 

r Distance fran center of pipe, in or ft 

r
0 

Radius of pipe, in or ft 

R Eigen :fUDction representing radial variation of concentration 

t Radius of injector tube in Bessel solution, in; ratio o:f 

u 

v 

X 

y 

z 

injector tube radius to pipe radius in semi-numerical 

solution, dimensionless; time, sec 

Point velocity in axial direction, ft/sec· 

·Average velocity in axial direction, ft/sec 

·Rectangular coordinate 

Rectangular coordinate; distance from tube wall, ( r - r), 
0 

·in or ft 

Ze~o-order Bessel function of the second kind 

A.·dal. distance from tip of injector tub~?., i1~ o::- ft 
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z 

a 

e 

f.p 

)... 

0 

Eigen function representing axial variation of concentration, 

dimensionless 

Ratio of velocity to diffusivity, V/E, ft-l 

-1 Constant coefficient of Bessel fUnction, in 

Delta quantity 

Coefficient of eddY diffusivity for momentum, sq ft/sec· 

Eddy viscosity, lb/ft-sec 

EfgPn r.nnAt.a.nt in sem1-mun~t;1.c~ solution, f't -
1 

Partial differential operator 

Gradient operator 

3ummation operator 
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APPERI1.IX A 

Sample Calculation tor Bessel Solution 

Least squares application 

Total average diffusi vi ties and Peclet llUIDbers were determined f'rom 

Equation 49 vri tten in the f'onn: 

2Jl(t3lt) 
CICM • l + J . J

0
(t31 r) 

· . · tt31 o ( t3l r o) 
(A-1) 

l6il. tiplying by c,/ C A yiel.ds 

(A-2) 

A linear relationship between C/CA and J
0

(t3
1

r) is suggested. Applying a 

least squares procedure to a plot ot cl C A versus J 
0 

( ~ r) .to fit the best 

straight 'line v1ll g1 ve cJ C A as an intercept and a slope of' [ cJ C A] x 

~zDtiBPE 
[2J1 (t31t)ltt31~ (t31 r

0
)] e • Equation A-2 can be written in 

the folill 

where a and b are the slope and intercept respectively. The least 5quares 

method for evaluating the slope, a, and the intercept, b or CM(cA, result 

in the following forms : 

~ clcA E J
0

(t31r) - n ~ clcA J
0

(t31r) 

a= [E J0 (~r)J2 - n E ~(~r~ 
b • 1E J 0 ( t31 r) E C I C A J 0 ( t1_ r) - E C I C A E ~ ( t31 r) 

[~ Jo(~ ~) 12 - .~ E ~(~1 r) 
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Eval.uation ot the constant, p 

.All the te:rms required in the least squares proce<h.lre can be 

evaluated usiDg exper1melrtal coMefttration data ODCe the ~onstaat, ~ 1 

~ is known. From~ coDCU.tion In, ~ • 0 at r • r
0

• 1heretore, 

Jo'{~ro) • - ~Jl(~ro) a 0 

vhe.re the primed quantity indicates a derivative. 1he first root tor which 

J1(~r0) • 0 ia 3.8317 (17 p.l57). Bence, e3:tr
0 

= 3.8317 and t\ • 3.8317/r
0 

= 1.9o4 or ~r • 3.8317 r/r
0 
•. 

A sample calculatiol\ ot a least squares application is presented i~ 

Table 2 tor the talloviD8 experimeDt&l comdi tions: 

Bg. 5,000 

V • 2.~6 tt/sec 

z • 50 aehe& 

t • 0.20,513 inches radius 

1he slopEl and intercept are calculated as: 

a. {10.8247) (322147) - (9) (5.8323) •• 7775 
{3.2747)· - (9) "(3.62~). 

b ... (3.2747) (5.8323~ - {10.8247) (3.{e~) •• 9199 
{3.2747) - {9) {3.62~) 

'.1\la equation ot the best straigtlt line Y1ll thell be 

Equation A-1 cu ~ ~ed to calculate .the Peclet number and total eddy 

ditf'usivity once the ratio C
0

/CM is. evaluated. : At. the tube center where 

r = 0 and J
0
(f\r) .• J

0
(0) = l,the above equation in terms of the slope and 
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Tab1e 2. App.lioation ot least •quare_s to experim~ concentration data · 

C/CA ~1r Jo(~r) ·. Jo2(t1._r) 

0.000 1.6407 o.oooo 1.0000 1.0000 

o.o62 1.6284 0.241.4 0.9855 0.9712 

0.187· 1.5887 0.72o4 0.8744 0.7646 

0.312 1. 4830 1.1993 0.6714 o.45o8 

0.437 1.3229 1.6783 0.41.05 0.1685 

0.562 1.1183 2.1572 0.1343 0.01.80 

0.687 0.8824 2.6362 -O.ll37 0.01.29 

0.812 o.6646 3.ll52 -o.2965 o.cm9 

0.938 0.~59 3.5941 -o.3912 0.1530 

l: "' 10.8249 • • •• l:""" 3.2747 l: = 3.6269 

intercept becomes 

c /c • a + b ... m5 + .9199 o A 

The value of C 
0

/ ~ can now. be calculated as . 

c /c 
C /c · o A a+ b .7775 + .9199 1 8452 o M = ~ .. b ., .9199 · • • 

~ 

At the tube center Equation A-1 takes the form 

C/CA Jo(~1r) 

1.64(JT 

1.6o48 

1.3892 

0.9957 

0.5431 

0.15~ 

-0.1003 

-0.1971 

. -0.194o 

l: - 5.8323 

Evaluation of the other functional constants and substitution into the 

above expression ytelds 
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. . . ~729-372/Npz 
1.8452 • 1 + 6.o488 • . 

fran which ~ • 371. 

DV 
t Also, E .. - .. 
~ 

(.3355~{2.~) ~3 2/ - (37!) - • 2.22 x 10 tt see 

Results of' Bessel calculations 

Results of the BJl&lytice.l. solution tor other l"&te• investigated 

in thi• study are tabulated in Table 3. 

Table 3. Result• of :Bes•el eo1ut1on 

. 

~ z c.JcA C /C a 
o A ~ ExleY 

1,500 10 1.012 1:436 55 4.5o6 

1,500 15 1.014 1.241 66 3.712 

1,500 20 l.oo6 1.107 71 3.458 

5,000 50 0.920 1.f$7 371 2.220 

5_,000 70 0.9~4- 1a375 406" £.~~ 

5JOOO 90 0.949 1.2JJ 430 1.070 

10,000 50 0.864 2.323 571 2.876 

10,000 10 0.918 1.632 498 3-299 

"10,000 90 0.92:1. l.28l 479 3-430 

a Center concentration as determined by equation of best straight 
line 
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APPENDIX B 

Sample Calculation for Semi-numerical Solution·
Boundary Condition I 

Table 4 ·illustrates the deta:Us involved in the semi-numerical 

method used to calculate point values of eddy diffusi vi ties and Peclet 

n~bers. A sample calculation is presented for the following experimental 

conditions: 

~"' 5,000 

V • 2.4496 ft/sec 

.z =50 inches 

t 0.20313 inches 

Calculation of ~he mean concentration, cMfcA (Table 4a) 

The mean concentration is given by. 

N 

k~O C~CA • Pk/V 3.8695 
c.JcA "" N · '"' 3.8737 = 0.9989 

. l: 
k=O P,jV 

Calculation of the eigenvalue, ~ (Table 4b) 

The ei~en value can be calculated after the Z function is evaluated. 

t I 

1: Pk/v = 0.01967 + (0.1564) ~:i2~ = o.14591 
k=O 

t ck-~ 0.1009 ~ 
E P /v ( ) = o.o1263 + (o.Q9649) 0•1250 - 0.09051 

k=O k CA 

Since t is a non-integral value of k, the swmnations perfo~ed above were 

carried to the integral value just above t and the result linearly 
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proportioned. Z is then given by 

Calculation of point diftUsivity and Peclet number (Table 4c) 

2 Once the constant multiplying coefficient of ~h V is evaluated, 

the H function, point values of diffusivity, and point values of Peclet 

number can be calculated using the following relat-ionships. 

k c -c 
E p /V ( k M) 

k=O k . CA 

c:k-C}t+i 
c 

A 

smoothed values of c/c.;A and. (c.;k - c.;k+l)/c.;A used in the semi-m.unerica.L 

solution are presented ~n Tables 6a and 6b. 



Table 4a. Calculation of meaD aoacentration, cJ C A 

k c..jcA u,jv .. P,/V c,jcA.P..)v 

0 . 0.000 1.64J. 1.261 0.0197a 0..0323 
o.o62 1.631 1.257 

1. 0.125 1.616 1.251 . 0.1564 0.2527 
. 0.187 1.589 1.239 

2 0.250 1.545 1.225 0.3o63 . 0.4732 
0.312 1.483 1.203 

3 0.375 1.~ 1.188 0.4455 0.6273 
0.437 1.323 . 1.168 

4 0.500 1.227 1.143 0.5715 0.701.2 
0.562 1.118 1.ll9 

5 0.625 0.999 1.0)4 0.6838 0.6831 
0.687 0.882 1.CYT2 

6 0.750 0.768 1.037 . 0.7(78 o.mo 
0.812 0.665 0.970. 

7 0.875 0.575 0.867 ·. 0.7586 0.4362 
0.938 0.~6 0.637 

0.1543b 8 1.000 0.431 q.ooo. o.o665 
1'i 1'i 
E a 3.8737 . -·l: • 3 •. 8t$5 

,k-0 k•O 

~e P function at ~ • 0 must represent a weighted average ~er the . 
first one-half increment ao P /V doea not tollov the normal delcription 

. 0 . 

of velocity. times radial po_sition. ~-graphical definition 
P /v .. 1/2 P(h/4) • 1/2 u/V(h/4)Q(h/4) 

. 
0 ~ (0.5) (1.259) (0.03125) K O.Ol967 

b . 
A similar analysis v1ll show that 

. p~v K P8/v 2 112 P(N-~/4)h = 112 P(7 ~/4)h 
· • 1/2 u/V (7 3/4 h)Q(7 3/4 h} 

= (0.5) (0.3185} (0.96875} K 0.15427 
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k 

0 

1. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

1 

8 

/ 

Table 4b. Calculation ot eigen value, ~ 

0.000 
0.~ 
0.1.25 
0.1.87 
0.250 
0.312 
0.375' 
0.437 
0.500 
0.562 
0.625 
0.687 
0.750 
0.812 
0.875 
0.938 
1.000 

·' 

c -c · 
k M 

CA 

0.642 

0.61.7 . 

0.546 

o.4o) 

0.228 

o.ooo 

-0.231 

-0.424 

-0.568 

0.0126 

0.0)65 

0.1672 

0'.-1822 

0.1303 

o.oooo 

-oam 

-0.3217 

-o.cm6 
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0.0595 

0.0)13 

O.C1{45 

o.aqr 

0.0000 

~-005 

0.1364 

0.0498 
N 
l: "" o. 49oB 

k=O 



Table 4c. Calculation of point diftuaivity and Peclet number 

lt H(k+l/2)h.lo' E(k+l/2)h.lo' NFE 

0 0.000 0.0126 0.~8 
o.o62 0.1851 2.961 349 

1 0.125 0.10)1 o.o83 
0.187 0.5394 2.877 354 

2 0.250 0.2763 0.135 
0.312 0.8399 2.688 369 

3 0.375 o. 4585. 0.182 
0.437 1.03?8 2.363 4o6 

4 0.500 0.5888 0.221 
0.562 1.0)32 1.944 473 

5, 0.625 0.5888 0.229 
0.687 1.0551 1.535 574 

6 o. 750 o. 40)2 0.200 
0.812 0.8395 1.033 771 

7 0.875 o.o875 0.150 
0.938 0.2394 0.255 2052 

8 1.000 -0.0001 

~e (ck - ck+l)/cA data used in the calculations were smoothed by 

plotting a bar graph of c/cA against k. Values ot (Ck - Ck+l)/CA at the 

one-half .intervals of k were obtained from the smooth curve dravn. 
procedure, illustrated in Figure 26, ·did not change the resulting 
distributions for diffusivity and Peclet number.· 

Sample Calculation for Semi-numerical Solution .:. Alternate 
Boundary Condition 

This 

Us~ of the alternate.boundary condition in the semi-numerical method 

does not change the calculation procedure except for evaluation of the 

eigen value. Calculation of the mean concentration, point diffusivities, 

and point Peclet numbers are the same as before and will not be considered 
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here. Table 4d illustrates · the method tor cal.culatill8 the eigen value 

for the following experimental conditione: 
. l 

~ ... 5,000 

V • 2.4496 tt/s~c 

z • 70 inches 

t = 0.20313 inches 

z
0 

refers to data for the 50..inch height wh.ile zl. refers to data at the 

7Q-inch height, both for Reynolds number of 5, 000. Values of point 

diffusivity and Pec~et number calculated b,y both boundary conditione 

are tabulated in Tables 5a and 5b. 

Calculation of the eigen value, ~ 

The Z fUnction is given by 

0-279 45 1.76164 
"" 0.15863 = 

The expression for calculating_ the eigen value is 

0.00]566 ft 



Table 4d. Calculatlon of the eigen value, ~ (alternate boundary condition) 

k 

0 1.641 0.0Cf(4o 0.01214 

1 1.6.}.6 0.05677 0.~174 
. " 

2 1.545 0.~679. 0.14954 

3 1.4d3 0.10247 0.14428 

4• 1.227 . o.ot$15 o.o8485 .. ~-- ' . . 

5 0.999 -o.ooo68 -o.ooo68 

6 0.768 -0.09878 -0.07581 

7 0.575 •" .,.:.0~1~~82 -0.10512 

8 0.431 -0..01883 -0.02148 
N 
E = 0.2?'945. 
0 

• 
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Figure 28. Method for smoothing (ck - Ck+l)/CA data 
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Table 5a. Point values ot diffUsivity, (ft2/sec), calculated by semi
numerical solution 

~ = 1,500 

z = 10 inches z • 15 inches z • 20 inches 
Q E x1J a i x1()3 b E xl()3 E x1()3 E xl()3 E xl()3 

o.o625 8.565 7.882 5-590 7.225 5.618 
0.1875 8.403 7-731 5.483 7.o66 . 5. 494 
0.3125 6. 760 5-752 4.(]'(9 5-549 4.315 
0.4375 5.310 4.472 3.171 . 4.275 3.324 
0.5625 3.872 3.256 2.30) 3.136 . 2.439 
0.6875 2.372 2.048 1.453 2.~4 1.574 
0.8125 1.629 1.247 . 0.885 1.101. 0.856 
0.9375 0.559 0.422 0.300 0.311 0.242 

~ = 5,000 

z·= 50 inches z .., 70 inches z • 90 inches 
Q E xl()3 E x1()3 E xl()3 i xl()3 E x.l()3 E x1Q3 

o.o625 2.961 2.618 2.4a7 2.116 1.668. 
0.1875 2.877 2.571 2.364 2.238 1.764 
0.3125 2.688 2.486 2.286 2.192 1.728 
0.4375 2.363 2.241 2.o6o 2.o65 1.628 
0.5625 1.944 1.884 1.732 1.836 1.447 
0.6875 1.535 1.514 1.392 l.5o6 .. 1.187 
0.8125 1.033 0.977 o.8c)8 0.977 0.770 
0.9375 0.255 0.267 0.246 0.248 0.195 

~ = 10,000 

z = 50 inches z = 70 inches z "" 90 inches 
Q E x.l()3 E' xl()3 E xlQ3 i xlcY E xl()3 E x1()3 

o.o625 1.791 2·.268 2.592 2. 7a2 3-057 
0.1875 2. 762 3.190 3.647 3.377 3.821 
0.3125 3.190 3.693 4.222 3.760 4.255 
0.4375 3-594 3· 749 4.286 ).8($ 4.37R 
0.)625 3. 745 3-730 4.264 3.884 4.394 
0.6875 3.444 3-570 4.~1 3-735 4.226 
0.8125 2.826 2.850 3.258 ·3.116 3-526 
0.9375 1.400 l.o:)O 1.246 1.403 1.587 

~ - diffusivity as calculated using boundary condition I 

~ - diffusivity as calculated usilig alternate boundary condition 
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Table 5b. Point values of Peclet number calculated by semi
numerical solution · 

o.o625 
. 0.1875 

0.3125 
O.l~Y(.? 
0.5625 
0~·6875 
0~8125 
0.9375 

o.o625 
0.1875 
0.31.25 
0.4375 
0.5625 
o.687.5 
0.8125 
0.9375 

9. 

o.o625 
0•18'() 
0.3125 
d.-4375 
o.5G25 
o."6875 
0~8125 
0.9375 

z '"' 1.0 inches 

NPE 
a - b 

~E 
57 
56 
65 
74 
85 

l.o5 -
1.05 
1.38 

z = 50 inches 

. NPE .. NPE 

349 
354 

. 3E$ 
4o6 
473 

. 574 
771. 

2052 

z = 50 inches 

· N.PE N , 
PE 

1.160 
74D .. 
641 
559 
523 
547 
626 
935 .:. 

~"' 1.,500 

z = 1.5 inches 

NPE NPE 

62 87 
61. 85 
76 l.o8 
88 1211 

1.01 143 
1.25 1.17 
1)'( 193 
1.83 257 

~= 5,000 

z == 10 il!ches 

NPE -~ 
. 395 429 

396 431 
399 434 
428 466 
488 531. 
582 633 
81.6 887 

l.96o 21.28 

~"" 10;000 

z = 70 inches 

NPE N . 
PE 

916 Bol. 
647 566 
553 484 
536 463 
525 459 
528 462 
621. 543 

. 1200 1.050 

~PE ~ Peclet numbe;. as. cal·culate~ u~ing boundary 

z • 20 inches 

NPE NPE 

67 86 
66 85 
79 1.~ 

92 ll8 
1.05 1.35 
1.27 lf)) 

1.5) 200 
248 31.9 

z = 90 inches 

~ ~ 
488 620 
455 571 
453 '575 
465 589 
501. 635 
585 7~ 
81.6 1.035 

21.10 2681~ 

z = 90 inches 

NPE NPE 

7C!J 679 
h]J_ 540 
543 480. 
51.9 459 
504 446 
504 446. 

'568 5~ 
933 824 

condition I 

b--
. Np~ - Peclet number as calculated using alternate boundary condition 

' .. 
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Table 5c. Point values of position Peclet numbers and position 
Reynolds numbers calculated by semi-numerical 'solution· 

~ = 1,500 

z = 10 inches z = 15 inches z = 20 inches 
g 

~E' NRE' ~· ~· NPE' ~· 
o.o625 26.5 1382 28.8 . 1382 31.5 1382 
0.1875 22.6 1156 24.6 1156 26.9 1156 
0.3125 22.4 919 26.3 919 27.2 919 
0.4375 20.8 671 24.7 671 25.8 671 
0.5625 18.7 440 22.2 440 23.1 . 440 
0.6875 16.9 244 19.6 244 .19.8 244 
0.8125 9.8 97. 12.8 97 14.5 97. 
0.9375 4.3 15 5·7 15 7.8 15 

.~a 5,000 

z - 50 inches z = 10 inches · z ==·90 inches 

Q NPE' ~· NPE' ~· NPE' ~· 
o.o525 164 2947 185 2947 229 2947 
0.1875 144 2517 161 2517 185 2517 
0.3125 127 2(Jf7 137 2(J77 156 2Cf77 
0.4375 114 1642 120 1642 130 1642 
0.5625 104 1223 107 1223 10) 1223 
0.6875 139. 837 91 837 91 8,7 
0.812.5 73 455· 76 455 76 455 
0.9375 64 100. 61 100. 66 100· 

·. ·~ = io.,o6o 

z = 50 inches z = 10 inches z .: 90 inches 
g NPE' ~· NPE' ~· NPE' NRE' 

o.o625 544 5923. 429 5923. 360 5923 
0.1875 304 5103 . 263 51;03 ~248 5103 
0.3125 220 4273 190 4273 187 4273 
o. 4375 157 5435 151 3435 146 3435 v. 
0.5625 lll~ 2605 115 2605 110 2605 
0.6875 85 1791 82 1791 79 1791 
0.8125 59 1009 58 1009 53 100) 
0.9375 29 249 38 249 29 249 
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Table 5d. Point values of eddy viscosity, eddy momentum dti':fusivity, and 
turbulent Schmidt numbers calculated by semi-numerical solution 

N = RE 
5,000 

ep x1o4 e xJ:o3 Nsc Nsc Nsc Nsc 
z=50" z=70" z=90" avg 

0.100 1.649 2.228 0.758 0.849 l.a!r 0.878 
0.200 1.6118 2.227 0.779 0.857 1.012 0.882 
0.300 .1 .• 648 2.227 0.825 0.895 l.G?6 0.915 
o.4oo 1.648 ' 2.227 0.90) --{964 1.073 0.982 
0.500 1. 580 2.135 '0.984 -~ 1.-o:;-5-- l.036 
o.6oo \ 1. 511 2.042 1.104 1.141 l.l67 1.137 
0.700 \1.?95 1.750 1.186 ).._.186 1.186 1.186 
o.soo 0.890 1.2~ 1.145 1.1'45 1.145 1.145 
0.900 0.334 0.451 0.949 0.929 0-929 ---o.-929 
1.000 0.000 0.000 

NRE ·= 10,000 

9. ep xlo 
l~ £xlO_? Nsc Nsc Nsc · Nsc 

z=50" z=70" Z=90" avg 

0.100 5.004- r.09D ,.717 ,.OC$ 2.660 3.1)1 
0.200 5.84_) 7.895 2.770 2. 448 2.)05' 2.500 
o.;oo 5.843' 7.8/96 2. 430 2.20) 2.123 2.25'1· 
0.400 5.04) 7 .fJ90 2.249 2.120 2.04tJ 2.1JG 
0.500 5.560 7.514 '2.0)9 2.004 1.927 1.996 
0.600 4.349 6.)53 1.815 l. Til 1.698 1. 761 
0.(00 . -_,-.-,65 ' ).037 l.l19() l.. i,ll) 1.379 l. 439 
o.coo 2.390 _3.229 1.0)8 1.059 1.00)' 1.055 
0.900 0.6~5 0.050 0.429 o.-429 0.429 0. 429 
1.000 0.000 0.000 ... 
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Table 5e. other re8Ul.t• ot •ead.-DUIDerical. •o1ut1on 

z(in) 

1,500 10 1.1216 o.ara, ~ 

1,500 15 1.~ o.~ o.cAAJ. 

1,500 20 1.0,315 0.()582 o.o452 

5,000 ·50 0.9989 0.0107 

5,000 70 0.9~ o.cn.o4 0.0096 

5,000 90 0.9767 o.moo 0.0079 

10,000 50 0.9W. 0.00}6 

10,000 70 0.9598 0.01.00 o.ou4 

10,000 90 0.94.12 0.01.04 o.au7 .. 

a ' 
' ~ - eigen value u calculated usinc bouDdary coDIUtion I 

~ ~ eige~ value as calculated using al. temate boundary coDdi tion 
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Table 6a. Sooot.hed values of C/CA uaed 1n semi-

numerical solution c8.lculationa 

~- 1,500 -~. 5,000 ~- 10,000 

0. z==10" . zcl5" . z-20" z•50" z•70" z-90" . z•50" Z•70" z-90" 

o.ooo 1.395 1.230 1.100 1.641 1.345 1.222 2.437 1.66o 1.296 
o.o62 1.391 1.223 l.o:)8 1.631 1.345 1.2.16 2.36o 1.637 1.282 
0.125 1 •. 385 1.2.16 1.(1)7 1.616 1.332 1.2~" 2.258 1.594 1.2£$ 
0.187 :t.;·r6 1.207 1.o:)6 1.509 1.310 1.195 2.122 1.537 1.243 
0.250 1.358 1.194 1.o89 1.545 1.285 1.175 1.955 1.466 1.195 
0.112 1,329 1.1'(8 l.CJ75 1.~3 1.248 1.151 1.746 1.375 1.150 
0.375 1.291 1.155 1.072 i.400 1.199 1.1.21. 1.540 1.280 1.101 
0.4)7 1.244 1.128 l.o64 1.323 1.147 1.~5 1.366 1.184 1.051 
0.500 1.193 1.104 1.050 1.2'.:?7 1.0}0 1.Qlt9 1.172 1.~ 1.005 
0.562 1.136 1. 072 1.036 1.118 l.Q29 l.oo:) . 0.980 0.989 0.956 
o.625 l.o67 1.035 1.015 0.999 0.968 0.9"(0 0.816 0.907 0.910 
O.of87 0.989 0.996 0.998 o.882 0.904 0.936 o.685 0.839 0.875 . 
0.750 0.913 0.965 0.982 0.768 o.Bl42 o.ar.n 0.582 o.m 0.848 
0.812 0.837 0.938 0.970 o.665 o.781 o.86J. 0.1198 0.727 0.827 
0.875 0.813 0.918 0.96o 0.575 0.728 0.831 0.~4 0.686 o.sar 
0.938 0.797 0.901. 0.951 0.1196 0.683 0.805 o.356 0.651 0.792 . 
1.000 0.783 0.885 0.944 0.431 o.646 0.782 0.297 0.621 0.779 

Table 6b. Smoothed values of (~-<1c+l)/CA used in 
semi-numeri~al ao1ution·ealculationa 

. ~· .. i,~oo ~ .. 5,000 NHJ!) s 10, 000 

k z=10" z=15" z=20" z,.50" zs70" z~O" z..,50" z=70" .z=90" 

0 0.01.) o.oor 0.003 o.oo8 0.01.8 0.014 0.195 o. 075 0.033 
1 0-037 o.ooo 0.009 0.~3 0.053 0.()38 0.3.38 0.145 o. 074 
2 . o.o8) 0.039 0.017 0.135 0.~3 0.0'57 0.410 0.180 O .. o:)3 
1 0.100 0.056 0.005 0.182 0.107. 0.071 0.-390 0.195 0.100 
4 0.126 o.o6c) 0.031 o.~ 0.125' o.urr 0.34o 0.101 O.(J)l 
5 0.148 o.an 0.(}}4. 0.1:!~'9 0.1..27 O.Cf75 0.274 0.143 o.07o 
6 O.o:)9 0.()58 0.008 0.200 0.117 o.o68 0.186 0.101. 0.047 
7 0.037 0.~5- 0.012 0.150 o. ct3o 0.048 o.07o 0.048 0.01.9 
8 
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APPENDIX C 

/ 

Thermal Cond.ucti vi ty Cell Impulse Data 

The experimental values (uncorrected) ~ cell impullie u 

obtained by graphical integration of the recorder strip charts are 

listed in Table 7. The c/ C A values were obtained by averagtna the 

zero point at the start and end of a run and subtracting this value 

from each of the e.m.f'. 's listed to get E. Sim1larly 1 the zero point. 

correction vas subtracted fi'OIIl the average of E A ( atart) and E A (end) 

to set EA. 'Ihe following relationship waa .. uaed to establish the c/c A 

ratios. 
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Table 7. 'n:lermal. conductivity cell ~•e data (millivolts) 

~- 1,500 

z = 10 inches z ... 12 inches a • 20 inches 

9 AA' BB' CC' AA' BB' CC' AA' BB' CC' 

0.93R f1.71 (-).82 7-30 7.63 7.6o 7.78 8. 58 8.o4 8.26 
0,812 6.88 7.40 7.54 1·81) 8.24 8.14 8.77 8.39 8.39 
0.687 8.3J. R.R3 R.53 8.27 8.55 8.73 9.01 8. 59 e. 10 
o.~G2 9.86 10.o6 9.50 8.98 ').33 ').3~ ').32 8.98 9-IJT 
0.437 11.04 11.~ 10.26 9.51 9.66 9.68 9.51 9.25 9-32 
0.312 11.82 11.72 10.92 9.82 10.18 lO.o8 9.64 9. 42 9.34 
0.187 12.34 11.90 11.36 10.12 10.42 10.30 9·75 9.54 9.56 
o.o62 12.52 12.12 11.50 10.32 10.42 10.40 9.72 9.60 9.64 
0.000 12.42 12.16 11.58 10.40 10.56 10.48 9-78 9-54 9.62 
o.o62 12.54 12.02 11. 4.2 10.36 10.56 10.44 9.78 9.56 9.6o 
0.187 -12.32 11.78 11.62 10.18 10.36 10.32 9.70 9.56 9.48 
0.312 11.92 11.40 11.12 10.o6 lO.o8 10.00 9.56 . 9. 40 9.36 
0.437 10.98 10.66 10.58 9.68 9-70 9.44 9-51 9.30 9.28 
0.562 10.04 9.74 9.80 9-15 9.15 8.99 9·21 9.(17 9.02 
0.687 8.69 8.50 8.65 8.73 8.61 8.25 8.91 8.78 8.8o 
0.812 7.30 7.22 7. 43 8.22 8. (17. 7.67 8". 74 8.50 8.58 
0.938 7.o8 7.11 6. 74 1·91 7.81 7 ·59 8.57 8.43 8.53 

Zl' !start) 0.60 0.61 0.)9 o.6o 0.65 o.6o 0.65 0.62 o.64 
zp end} . 0.68 0.70 . 0.37 0.90 0.43 0.95· 0.75 0.82 
EA start) 8.71 8.65 8. 74 8.6o 8.68 8.59 8.($ 8.64 8.72 

EA (end} 8.85 8.76 8.33 8.19 8.87 8.40 9.00 8.88 8.98 

Cell constant, n = 0.952 
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Table 7. {Continued) 

~ .. 5,000 

z • 50 inches z .. 70 inches z•901n~ 

9 AA' BB1 cc• AA.' BB' cc• A1Aa , BB1 cc• 

0.938 3.12 3.22 3.58 4.01 4.15 4.48 5.-c:rr 4.83 5.13 
0.812 4.00 4.25 ·4.50 4.54 li-.75 5.00 . 5.43 5.16 5.38 
0.687 5.20 5.lt8 5-69 5.22 5.lt8 5-75 5.76 5·.53 5.80 
0.562 6.54 6.80 7.20 5-95 6.25 6.42 6.30 5.96 6.21 
0.437 1·11 8.03 8.26 6.67 6.84 1.(1.} 6.66 6.42 6.6o 
0.312 i 8.77 8.90 9.21 7.20 7.45 7.76 6.98 . 6.78 6.98 
0.187 9.30 9.58, 9·12 7.67 7.52 s.u 7.19 1·C17 7.17 
o.o62 9.64 9.78 I 9.84 8.01 7.75 8.28 7.22 7.24 1·33 
o.ooo 9.76 9.76 9.88 1·98 1·11 8.27 7.26 1·21 1·31 
o.o62 9.72 9·72 9.66 1·99 7.68 8.19 7.27 7.25 7.28 
0.187 9·~ 9·50 9·31 7-91 1.1£ a.m. 1·C17 7.18 7.17 
0.312 8.99 8.76 8.66 7-53 . 7.12 1·li9 6.Bo 6.95 6.86 
0.437 8.17 7.82 1·13 7·05 6.52 6.91 6.37 6.57 6.47 
0.562 . 1·01. 6.67 6.45 6.30 5.89 6.21 5.86 6.o:; 6.o6 
0.687 5.81 5.29 5.15 5-.63 5.22 5-~ 5-~ 5.76 5.67, 
0.812 4.52 4.C1'{ 3.94 4.97. 4.57 4.74 4.98 5.38 5.·12 
o.938 3.6o 3.23 2.93 . 4.50 4.04 4.o:; 4.58 5.o6 4.88 

ZP {start) 0.64 o.67 o.65 0.67 o.67 o.65 0.61. 0~61 o.65 
ZP ~end) 0.70 0.73 0.73 0.42 0.41 0.66- o.64 0.58 0.64 
BA start) 6.13 6.03 6.(1.} 6.~ 6.18 6.o4 5.95 6.03 .6.05 
BA (end) 6.1} 6.12. 6.12 5.87 5.83 6~03 6.05 6.03 6.(17 

Cell constant, n • 0.952 
I 

\ 
aDue to a physical obstruction this diameter traverse vas made in 

the reverse order, i.e., from far wall to center to near wall. 
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· Table 7. (Continued) 

' IRE • 1o,ooo 

z • 50 inches z • 10 inches z • 20 inches 

g AA' BB' cc• AA' . BB' CC 1 A'Aa lm' cc• 

.0.938 2.27 2.21 2.35 3-99 4.26 4.22 5.o6 4.88 5.20 
0.812 2.99 '3.0) 3.13 4.47 I. 4.67 4.71 5.44 5.00 5-49 
0.687 4.11 4.~ 4.24 5.00 5-29 '·~ 5.02 5.33 5.71 
0.562 c;AA 5.97 5-94 6.~ 6.1~ 6.47 6.~4 5.84 6.21 , . 
0.437 8.24 8.29 8.~ 7.00 7.28 7.64 6.94 6.37 6.90 
0.312 10.72 10.66 10.46 8o42 8.65 8.~ 7.43 7.11 7.66 
0.187 13.22 13.34 12.68 9.,S 9.74 10. 8.()3 1-fiJ 8.20 
o.o62 15.12 14.90 14.()2 10.22 lO,l.B 10.56 8t.17 8.05 8.35 
o.ooo i5.58 15.64 15.4o 10.6o 10.68 10.6o 8.14 8.23 8.54 

.o.o6e 15.6o 15.40 15.26 10.52 10.58 10,54 8.ar 8.18 8.47 
0.18'7 14.6o 14.44 13.00 . 9,84 10.18 9-92 7.70 8.05 8.19 
0.312 12.64 11.84 10.72 9.31 9.36 8.96 7.a3 7~66 7.52 
0.437 9•98 9-55 8.68 7.81 8.o6 7-67 6.64 7.(£, 6.94 
0.562 7.46 7.05 6.21 6.67 6.89 6.57 6.12 6.51 6.43 
0.687 5.44 5.27 4.58 5-95 6.()2 5.62 5.65 6.01. 5·99 
o.812 4.23 4.05 3.48 5.14 5.22 4.97 5.34 5.72 5.81 
0.938 3.29 3.15 . 2.65 . 4.62 4.83 4.~ 5.15 5.58 5.66 

ZP (start) 0.66 o.6o o.6o o.6o o.68 0.60 . Ot.67 0.64 o.68 
ZP ~end) 0.73 o.61 . 0.6, 0.63 o.6J. o.65 0.75 o.68 0.79 
EA start) 6.56 6.56 6.54 6.47 6.51 6.45" 6.,S 6.38 6.56 
EA (end) ·6.73 6.56 6.26 6.59 6~55 6.6o 6.56 6.47 6.68 

Cell constant, .n • 0.961 

~e to a physical obstruction thi& diameter trRverse vas made in 
t be reyorpe order, i,e., from tar vall to center to near va.l.l.. 
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. . a 
Tabl.e 8. ~rimrmtal. concentration data, C/C A 

~. 1,500 

e z • 10 inches z • 15 inches z • 20 inche&S 

o.ooo 1.395 1.230 1.C1}7 
0.062 1.391 1.223 1.0]8 
0.187 1.376 1.2(1( 1.096 
0.312 1~329 1.178 1.(175 
0.437 1.244 1.1.28 1.o64 
0.562 1.136 1.(172 1.()36 
0;.687 0.989 0.996 0.998 
0.812 0.837 0.938 0.970 
0.938 0.797 0.901. 0.951 

~- 5,000 

e z • 50 inches z • 70 inches z • 90 inche& 

o.ooo 1.641 1.345 1.222 
o.o62 1 .. 628 1.345 1.2].6 
0.187 1.589 1.310 1.195 
0.312 1.lt83 1.2lt8 1.1,1 
0.437 1.323 1.147 1.<l35 
0.562 1.ll8 1.()29 1.00') 
0.687 0.882 0.9o4 0.936 
0.812 0.665 0.781 0.861 
0.938 0.496 0.683 0.805 

Hm;: .. 10,000 

Q z • 50 inches z • 70 inches .z ,.. 90 inches 

0.000 2.437 1.66o 1.296 
o.o62 2.36o 1.637 1.282 
0.187 2.122 1.537 1.243 
0.312 1.746 1.388 1.150 
0.437 1.366 1.170 1.051 
0.562 0.980' 0.989 0.956 
0.687 0.685 0.839 0.875 
0.812 0.1198 0.7Z'f 0.827 
0.938 0.356 o.651 0.792 

a Averaged for six angular positions 
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Hot-wire Anemometer Data 

'!be experimental values of velocities as determined by the bot-wire 

technique are listed in Table 9. Duplicate determinations were made for 

nearly all flow rates and heights investigated. Difficulty vas experi

enced in maintaining the calibrat!on for anemometer number one. Conse

quently, the data for this anemometerare lacking in some cases. Since 

the anemometer data qid not indicate any variation of velocity with height, 

the results at all heights were averaged for each Reynqlds number. 1'bis 

involved averaging the BWA-IR .drops and acquiring the corresponding 

velocities fram,the calibration curve. Results of this procedure are 

tabulated .in Table 10. 'lhe best curve, Figure 14, vas drawn througll the 

points given in Table 10.· Point values of velocity for the various 

values of 9 used in the semi-numerical solution were obtained from this 

plot and d1 vided by the average velocity, V. ~e . u/V ~tios thus obtained 

and used in the semi-numerical calcul,ationa are given in Table ll. 



Table 9. Exper1Jilent&l. vel.oci ty data 

DI;>ty TUbe Data 

Hm: = 1500 V • .734 tt/ sec 

9 RWA-IR u HWA-IR u 

.316 2.79 1.27 2.78 ·1.28 

.548 5.10 1.01. 5.10 1.01. 
• 7C17 6.81 0.675 6.83 0.66 

.• 837 8.45 0.44 8.45 0.44 
·949 10.6o . 0.185 10.6o 0.185 

~. 51000 V • 2.45 tt/sec 

Q HWA-IR u BWA-IR u . ~'~·. 

.316 2.24 2.84 2.25 2.8o .: 

.548 }.93 2.64 3.90 .- 2.73 
·1C17 5.05 2.43 5-05 2.43 
.837 6.22 2.25 6.20 -2.275 
-949 7.84 1.44 7.88 1.41 . ;).f 

. ~:l~:· 

~. 101000 V • 4.90 tt/ sec 

9 HWA-IR u HWA-IR u 

.316 2.00 6.00 1.91 

.548 3.34 5.42 3.31 5.68 
• 7(1( 4.29 5.31 4.22 5.65 
.837 5.25 4.80 5.25 4.8o 
·949 6.30 3.4o 6.26 3.50 
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Tab1e 9. (Continued) 

Vel.ocity Data with Injector Tube 

"RE - 1500. V • .734 fi/sec 

z • 10 inches 
I 

~ HW~-lR u miA-IR u 

.316 2.79 1.27 2.80 1.26 

.548 5.11. ·1.01 5.10 1.01 
·1Cf7 6.71 0.72 6.70 . 0.725 
.837 8.35 o.lt65 8.34 o.lfr 
·949 10.50 0.20 10.50 0.20 

z • 15 inches 

~ BWA-IR u BVA-IR u 

.316 2.79 1.27 2.78 1.29 

.548 5.12 1.00 5-~ 1.03 
·1Cf7 6.($ 0.73 6.($ 0.13 
.837 8.33 0.47 8.29 o.~ 
.949 10.4o . 0.22 10.4o 0.22 

z • 20 inches 

9 BVA-IR u RWA-IR u 

.316 1.}6 
i 

1.42 . 2.75 2.72 
.548 5.12 1.00 5.14 0.98 
• 7(17 6.70 ·o.725 6.71 0.72 
.8}7 ·' 8.35 ·o.465 8.35 0.465 
.949 10.50 0.20 10.50 o.2o 
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Table 9. (Continued) 

. · Velocity:.Dat& with Injector Tube 

-~ =' 5,000 .. •V = 2.45 tt/sec 

Z·= 50 tnches 

Q HWA-IR u HWA-IR u 

.316 2~12 2.12 

.548 3-95 2.59 3-93 2.64 
• 7Cf7 5.<12 2.49 4.96 2.62 
.837 6.20 2.275 6.10 2. 42 
-949 7.86 1.43 7.83 1. 45 

z ... 70 inches 

9 RWA-IR u ilwA-IR u 

.316 2.20 3.Cf7 2.13 

.548 3.88 2.79 3.83 2~96 
• 7Cf7 4.97 2.59 4.95 2.63 
.537 6.(]7 2.46 6.05 2.49 
.949 7.71 1.55 . 7.80 1.475 

z = 90 inches 

9 HWA-IR u RWA-IR u 

.316 2.14 2.16 

.548 ).86 2.86 3.85 2.89 
• 7Cf7 5.01 2.51 4.97 2.59 
• 837 6.ll 2.4o 6.(1) 2.43 • 
.949 7.86 1.43 7·88 1. 41. 
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Table 9. (Continued) 

Vel.ocity Datu. vith Injection TUbe 

~- 10,000 V • ~.90 tt/ see 

Z.' a 50 inches 

Q HWA-IR u RWA-m u 

.316 1.82 - 1.61 -

.51!8 3.28 5.91 ,.25 6.11 
• 7fl7 4.24 . 5·46 4.21 ~.72 
.837 5.15 5.30 5.15 5.30 
·949 6.?5 3e53 6.27 3.47 

z·• 70·inchea 

• HWA-IR u HWA-IR u 

.316 1.86 - 1.84 -.51!8 3e30 5·75 3.28 5e91 
·1fl7 4.23 5•54 4.21 5.72 
.837 5.16 5e25 5.12 5.46 
.949 . 6.22 3.6o 6.23 3.58 

z a 90 inches 

Q HWA-IR u RWA-IR 'U 

.316 1.86 1.83 ~ 

.548 3.28 5.91 3e25 6.11 
w7C17 4.25 5.37 4.18 5.88 

• .838 5.16 5.25. 5tll 5.52 
-949 6.21 3.63 6.21 3.63, 



• 

~-

Q 

.316 

.548 
• 707 
.837. 
.947 

Table 10. Averapd ve.loci ty data a 

~-- 1500 
1.30 
1.01 
0.72 
0.46 
0.20 

Nu- 5,000 
2.96 
2.76 
2.53 
2.37 
1.45 

a Averaged tor all heights 

~. 10,000 
6.20 
5.86 
5~58 
5.19 
3.54 

''I' 

Table ll. &Doothed values at u/V used in seni-m.~n&rical. 
solution calculations 

-~- 1500 liRE • 5,000 Kg. 10,000 

Q u u/v u u/v u u/V 
0.000 1.455 1.982 3.0} 1.261 6.20 1.266 
o.o62 1.445 1.968 3.~ 1.257 6.19 1.264 
0.125 l.~5 1.91!.1. 3.o65 1.251 6.175 1.26o 
0.187 1.395 1.900 3.035 1.239 6.155 1.256 
0.250 1.355 1.846 3.000 1.225 6.125 1.250 
0.312 1.310 1.784 2.96o 1.2~ 6.0) 1.243 
0.375 1.240 1.689 2.910 1.188 6.<>45 1.234 
0.437 1.170 1.594 2.86o 1.168 5.985 1.222 
0.500 1.~o 1.471 2.800 1.143 5.920 1.2~ 
0.5te o.985 1.342 2.7)f() . 1.119 5.835 1 ... 1 
o.625 0.8755 . -1,192 2~680 1.0)4 5· 7)f() 1.-,2 
0.687 0.765 1.042 2.625 1.072 5.615 1.146 
0.750 o.6)f() 0.872 2.540 1.037 5.46<> 1.ll5 
0.812 0.510 o.t95 2.375 0.970. 5.275 1.077 
0.875 0.375 0.5ll 2.125 0.867 4.92 1.004 
0.938 0.230 0.313 1.56o o.637 3.90 0.796 
1.<XX> o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo 
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